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Full Legal Disclaimer

All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise. This research presentation expresses our research opinions.  You should assume that as of the 
publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, 
employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the 
stock) covered herein, including without limitation Amcor plc (“AMCR”), and therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of its stock 
declines. Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, 
or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation.  All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital 
Management does not undertake to update this report or any information contained herein.  Spruce Point Capital Management, subscribers and/or consultants 
shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based 
upon publicly available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation.  Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of 
capital. Any forecasts or estimates are for illustrative purpose only and should not be taken as limitations of the maximum possible loss or gain. Any information 
contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of 
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s 
control. This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. 
You should do your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with 
respect to securities covered herein. 
To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts 
necessary to make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and 
who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to 
any other person or entity that was breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC recognizes that there may be non-public information in the possession of AMCR or other insiders of AMCR that has not been publicly disclosed by 
AMCR. Therefore, such information contained herein is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the 
results to be obtained from its use. 

This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed 
as, or implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer 
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be 
unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an Investment Advisor. Spruce Point 
Capital Management is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm..

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC.
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Spruce Point’s Activist Success Exposing Poorly 
Executed Packaging And Industrial Roll-Ups

Spruce Point has a strong track record of exposing highly promoted industrial roll-ups and packaging companies before investors 
figure out that the businesses had inflected negatively. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Short-selling involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of infinite loss potential. Please see Full Legal Disclaimer at the front of the presentation.
* Reported produced by Prescience Point of which Spruce Point’s founder was a contributing author

CECO Environmental 
(Nasdaq: CECE)

LKQ Corp
(Nasdaq: LKQ)

XPO Logistics
(NYSE: XPO)

Ticker NYSE: GEF Nasdaq: CECE NYSE: LKQ NYSE: XPO

Report 2/10/15 2/13/17 1/15/14 (Prescience Point)* 12/13/18

Market Cap $3.2 billion $430 million $10.1 billion $15.1 billion

Company 
Promotion

Leader in the rigid and flexible packing 
industry. Successful ability to acquire and 

integrate numerous acquisitions to extract 
synergies, increase earnings and cash flow. 

Ability to effect a turnaround despite 
challenging end markets

Effective roll-up acquirer serving the 
environmental, energy, fluid handling and 

filtration industrial segments. Its largest 
PMFG acquisition would be a success and 

allow for rapid delivering of its balance 
sheet, and renewed growth

Best of breed recycled auto part 
distributor capable of effecting a roll-up 

strategy and producing consistent double 
digit revenue and EPS growth

Leading logistics and transportation 
company that operates as a highly 

integrated network of people, technology 
and physical assets. XPO can spend up to 
$8bn for a mega-deal to propel its share 

price to $145

Our 
Criticism

Poorly executed roll-up with limited 
disclosures about acquisition costs, and 

deal performance post-closing. Investors 
are overlooking Greif’s material weakness, 

and still buying into management’s 
aggressive Free Cash Flow definition, and 
excessive add-back adjustments to EPS. 
Dual class share structure presents poor 
governance and insiders focused on pay 

vs. performance

A poorly constructed roll-up, we argued 
CECO was forestalling a goodwill 

impairment, its cash flow would fall
significantly in 2017, and it could come 

under covenant pressure. CECO was 
misportraying its true leverage, while its 

end markets were contracting. 
We estimated downside risk of 30%-60%

An ineffective roll-up by a management 
team with a history of financial failure 

(Waste Management / Discovery Zone). 
LKQ is caught in a gross margin squeeze 
being masked by relentless acquisitions, 

and aggressive inventory accounting open 
to significant mgmt judgement. Its move to 
Europe is an implicit acknowledgement of 

waning domestic growth

XPO’s financials should be viewed 
cautiously as a result of aggressive 

accounting assumptions, from a CEO 
known for aggressive roll-up strategies. 

The Board is not best suited to oversee the 
strategy, and the stock is a Wall St. darling 
poised to disappoint as its fragile financial 

condition becomes evident

Successful 
Outcome

The CEO was ousted shortly after our 
report. Greif continued to miss Wall Street 
sales and earnings estimates, and failed to 

turnaround its business as promised. 
Further, Greif  curtailed additional M&A 

for four years post our report 

CECO took a goodwill charge in Q4’16 as 
predicted, and changed its presentation of 

its financial leverage in its investors 
presentation - implicitly acknowledging 

our criticism. Q2’17 results were 
significantly below expectations, it 

admitted continuing challenges in its end 
markets, and its YTD operating cash flow 

has evaporated. CECO’s shares were 
downgraded, and shares fell >40%  

Gross margins have declined from over 
47% to 39%. The Company’s successive 
acquisition in Europe and domestically 

have failed to boost its share price. LKQ’s 
multiples have contracted significantly. Its 
CFO was replaced (Feb 2015) and its CEO 

recently stepped down (March 2017)

XPO cut its guidance and missed financial 
targets. Its COO was terminated after XPO 
lost a substantial customer, believed to be 

Amazon. XPO’s mega-deal never 
happened, and instead it tempered its 
growth strategy by turning to levered 
share repurchases. XPO talked about 
restarting acquisitions, but instead is 

saying it could dismantle the company

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/grief-inc/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/ceco-environmental-corp/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/lkq-corp/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/xpo-logistics-inc/
https://www.bizjournals.com/columbus/news/2015/10/13/greif-ceo-stepping-down.html
https://www.cecoenviro.com/press-releases/ceco-environmental-corp.-reports-fourth-quarter-2016-results
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ceco-misses-street-2q-forecasts-112841938.html
https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/26/710172/10122072/en/LKQ-Announces-Executive-Management-Changes.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065696/000106569617000012/lkq8-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000119312518347421/d664043d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000116600319000023/form8k31119.htm
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-xpo-logistics-amazon-com/xpo-logistics-top-customer-pulls-back-amazon-suspected-idUSKCN1Q425V
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-19/xpo-s-billionaire-dealmaker-hits-m-a-brakes-turns-to-buybacks
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/xpo-inching-way-back-into-the-mampa-game-jacobs-tells-analysts
https://www.wsj.com/articles/xpo-logistics-explores-strategic-alternatives-for-business-units-11579129901
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Spruce Point’s Success Shorting 
S&P 500 Companies

Index S&P 500 S&P 500 S&P 500 S&P 500

Report NYSE: CHD | 9/5/19 NYSE: AME | 11/14/14 NYSE: MTD | 7/24/19 NYSE: AOS| 5/16/19

Market Cap $22.7 billion $12.3 billion $21.8 billion $6.1 billion

Company 
Promotion

Best of breed roll-up acquiror of personal 
care and consumer products with the core 
Arm & Hammer brand providing a stable 
backbone to diversify into other products

Best of breed roll-up in the test and 
measurement equipment space 

with world class EBITDA margins and 
an ability to never miss Wall St 

estimates through any economic 
cycle

Best of breed weights, test and 
measurement equipment company 

with superior margins and an ability to 
never miss Wall St. EPS targets

Leading maker of water heaters and 
treatment products, boilers, and air 

purifiers. Fast and sustainable 
growth in China, allowing for 

corporate gross margins in excess of 
industry peers

Our Criticism New management is more aggressive, using 
financial and accounting tactics to inflate the 

share price. The recent acquisition of 
FLAWLESS hair care was expensive and will 

disappoint investors. Governance lapses 
have allowed management to reap unjust 

bonuses based on non-cash gains. Shares at 
$80 trade 8% above analyst targets

AMETEK isn’t creating any value by 
delivering zero organic growth and 

that its financial statements showed 
signs of strain with aggressive 
accounting. We believed its 

premium valuation multiple could 
not be sustained as the quality of its 

acquisitions deteriorated

Excessive cost capitalization from a 
12 year “Blue Ocean” ERP 

implementation. Unusual corporate 
structure that omits product level 

margin discussion. Closeness of mgmt 
with PwC its auditor. Financial strains 

being signaled and anomalies in 
China. Extreme valuation with price 

14% over avg analyst price target

China capital expenditure 
anomalies, notably consistent mis-

forecasting. Capex issues often 
linked to gross margin inflation. 

Excessive spending on a protracted 
ERP implementation also often 

linked to accounting and 
financial issues 

Successful 
Outcome

Within the first quarter after our report, CHD 
reported disappointing Q3 sales results, cut 

its full year revenue guidance, and issued Q4 
earnings at $0.54, well below the $0.62 

expected. Management blamed higher sales 
and marketing expenses on FLAWLESS. 

CHD’s new 10-K added risk factors around 
financial controls and it Chief Accounting 

Officer is “retiring”

By early 2016, AMETEK began 
guiding down sales and earnings 

expectations for multiple quarters. 
Its CEO and CFO abruptly retired. Its 
share price fell nearly 20% from our 

initial report date

Q2 2019 missed sales estimates by the 
widest margin in years, and initial 
2020 guidance issued in Q3 2019, 

missed estimates with lower sales and 
earnings growth. Management failed 
to address any of the issues identified 

by Spruce Point. The share price 
corrected by 22%

AOS admitted an undisclosed 
material supply chain partner 

following a report by firm J Capital. 
In Q2 2018, AOS substantially 

revised guidance, showing 
weakness in China with sales 

projected down 16-17%. AOS fired 
its head of China after an 

investigation

“Being an S&P 500 company is a validation of absolutely nothing, and can be a wasteland of corporate mediocrity. It affords 
investors zero protections against companies and their ability to scheme investors. Buyer beware!”

Quote From 
Ben Axler

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/church-dwight-co-inc/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/ametek-inc/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/mettler-toledo-international-inc/
https://sumzero.com/pro/research/ideas/17287
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/factors-know-ahead-church-dwights-150803337.html
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/313927/000119312520046450/d845490d8k.htm
http://www.ametek.com/pressreleases/news/2016/may/ametekannouncesexecutive
http://www.ametek.com/pressreleases/news/2016/january/ametek-chief-financial-officer-robert-r-mandos-jr-to-retire
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/723bf8de-7ba4-333f-8b82-60e109b051e0/mettler-toledo-stock-drops.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mettler-toledo-international-inc-reports-211000076.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519163453/d753067d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519206137/d782672dex991.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312520046708/d847225d8k.htm
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Amcor: Spruce Point Sees Approximately
40% - 60% Downside To US$ 3.60 - US$ 5.40 / Share

• An “Organic” EPS Growth Story Through Suspect Cost Synergies And Obscured Tobacco Dependence: Nearly 10% of sales are tobacco 
cartons, yet Amcor’s recent SEC filings and investor presentations disclose “tobacco” zero times! Based on our research, we learned 
that tobacco cartons once accounted for up to 30% of Amcor’s EBITDA, and may generate margins 1,000bps higher than other 
businesses. Tobacco sales are declining mid-single digits globally, and Amcor has obscured its goodwill and entities associated with 
tobacco packaging acquisitions. Amcor even changed its goodwill impairment testing from “quantitative” to “qualitative” factors in 
2019. Goodwill accounting is a current hot topic for the SEC,  which is investigating Newell Rubbermaid. Other dependencies include 
plastic bottle sales to Pepsi (~8% sales), and packages to Kraft Heinz (~3.5% sales), which is also under SEC investigation. Amcor claims 
$180m of Bemis deal cost synergies and avoids discussion of sales synergies. Based on our analysis, deal costs are rising faster than 
planned, and sales are vanishing. Amcor stopped disclosing Bemis’ sales contribution one full quarter post deal closing. Financial 
reporting practices for material acquisitions are 12 months of post closing disclosure. Our analysis suggests both Bemis and Amcor sales 
are organically declining 3.0% - 4.0% and its cost synergy targets, relative to other industry deals, are very aggressive. Amcor’s claim in 
Feb 2020 that it’s increasing cost synergy guidance from $65m to $80m appears dubious in light of evidence that R&D spending is 
running $35m below plan. Amcor was adamant at the deal announcement that cost synergies would not include R&D cuts.

• Signs of a Cash Crunch Calling Into Question Management’s “Enhanced Financial Profile” Claim: We believe Amcor presents an 
inaccurate view of its cash by obscuring clear presentation of rising cash overdrafts and restricted cash. Recently disclosed European 
filings (30% of sales in Europe) show that Amcor’s cash pool fell into a deficit after a multi-year surplus. Amcor claims rising volumes in 
Europe, yet didn’t disclose intentions to shut two Flexible facilities in Finland. Rising dependence on cash overdrafts has been a major 
harbinger of financial strain in companies we’ve warned about (notably XPO and Maxar Technologies), and also played a part in the 
collapse of the scandal at MDC Partners. Amcor is also intensifying its use of commercial paper (CP), a risky strategy given it was 
recently downgraded by credit agency Fitch, and as a BBB credit, is close to junk status. As a junk credit, Amcor’s access to the CP 
market could be restricted, its cost of capital rise, and its liquidity reduced. Amcor embellishes its liquidity by claiming its CP is “long-
term” debt, but we believe it should be viewed as short-term.

Amcor plc (“AMCR” or “the Company”) is a roll-up, and newly created S&P 500 company, formed through a stock-for-stock merger 
between Amcor (Australia) and Bemis (U.S.). Its shares trade on both on the NYSE: AMCR and ASX: AMC. As two companies in the 

global packaging industry with large exposure to the consumer and beverage industry (PET bottles, plastic bags, tobacco), we 
believe Amcor is facing cost and revenue challenges as the world moves toward healthier and more environmentally conscious 

solutions. Based on our forensic review of the deal rationale touted by Amcor, we are able to disprove or question a majority of its 
promotional selling points. We also believe Amcor is obscuring significant financial strain (organic revenue decline 3.0% - 4.0%, cash 

overdrafts and cash flow contraction) that will place its dividend and BBB investment grade credit rating at risk. 
We see 40% – 60% downside risk as investors recalibrate the long thesis. 
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• Why Free Cash Flow Won’t Improve And The Dividend Is At Risk: In its recent quarter, Amcor became more aggressive with add-
backs in its free cash flow presentation, a classic sign of strain. The CFO claims cash flow will seasonally improve through June 
2020 (2H’20), but this conflicts with an on the record statement by Bemis’ CEO before the deal closed that its strongest cash
generation is in Q3 (June-Sept). Amcor has said that its 3.5% capex to sales spend is “a healthy amount”, but based on our 
analysis, the average industry capex spend is 5.5%. While all Amcor’s close peers maintain or increase capex spending, we believe 
Amcor is materially underinvesting in the near-term, a strategy that will depress future free cash flow. Pre-deal Amcor said it 
required $400m of annual capex to maintain organic growth. However, our analysis shows legacy Amcor capex is running 30%-35% 
less. We believe Amcor will soon face a crossroads in its financial strategy between completing a $500m share repurchase 
program, increasing capex to remain competitive, and paying a generous $725m/year dividend. Absent a suspension of 
repurchases, we believe Amcor will be unlikely to maintain its current dividend.

• Leverage Is Greater Than It Appears: Amcor does not include leases in its presentation of Net Debt to investors. Leases currently 
amount to $580m, and are now recorded on the Company’s balance sheet. In addition, Amcor has $354m of unfunded employee 
benefit liabilities. Going against Financial Accounting Standards Board guidance, Amcor does not clearly mark restricted cash
amounts in its cash flow statement. However, it disclosed deep in its footnotes that $13.5m was deposited with a Brazilian court
to defend a case. In addition, one rating agency views $150m of cash as restricted and necessary for working capital needs. On the 
surface, the Company tells investors it is levered 2.9x Net Debt / PF Adjusted EBITDA, but with these basic adjustments, we 
estimate leverage is 3.3x

• Unresolved Material Weaknesses And A Chief Accounting Officer That Appears To Have Misrepresented Himself: Amcor 
disclosed two material weakness of accounting, disclosure and financial control matters that haven’t been resolved in 18 months.
The Company hasn’t been specific about areas affected. Based on our review, we find it has made unusual revisions to revenue,
capex, and most alarming, interest income. This bolsters our concerns that cash could be misrepresented. Amcor’s Chief 
Accounting Officer is Jerry S. Krempa, who came from Bemis where his biography publicly states that he is a CPA. However, based 
on our background check, his CPA was listed as “REVOKED” by the state of Minnesota for disciplinary reasons in January 2017. In 
light of our observations, we believe investors should demand a full investigation into Amcor’s financial affairs. 

Investors should have limited confidence in Amcor’s financial reporting given unresolved material weaknesses that 
have lingered for 18 months. We find evidence of revenue, capex and even interest income revisions. Amcor is 

understating its true leverage, and its dividend is not safe even assuming base case market projections come true.  

Amcor: Spruce Point Sees Approximately
40% - 60% Downside To US$ 3.60 - US$ 5.40 / Share
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• Poor Insider Alignment And Corporate Governance Practices: In our view, Amcor’s transformation to a global company has 
left it far behind best practices in global corporate governance. Amcor’s insiders own a measly 0.2% of the stock, and show 
signs of acting in their own self-interest. To illustrate, Amcor subtly changed the vesting period for long-term stock 
compensation from 3 to 2 years, consistent with our view that management wants to cash out fast, and is aware the merger is 
underperforming expectations. Amcor measures its performance relative to a basket of Australian companies (most of which 
are not even in the paper/packaging industry). This makes no sense given only ~3% of Amcor’s revenues and assets are in 
Australia. From a governance perspective, we are concerned that Amcor’s lead audit partner at PwC is an industry specialist in 
Pharma and Life Sciences, and not paper/packaging. In addition, the recent audit chair, another senior PwC global executive, 
left abruptly amidst heightened scrutiny in Australia about the closeness of the firm to various Australian company Boards. 

• Few Shareholder Benefits Created By Dual Listing And Slanted Analyst Base: A Poor Risk/Reward Investment Opportunity:  
Investors were sold by management that the deal would create “flow-forward” and new index buying demand from a dual 
U.S./Australian listing. However, based on our analysis we don’t believe this is accurate. We find that Bemis’ top fundamental 
owners have been selling stock. We believe that Amcor has a large Australian retail investor base that is being baited by local 
analysts with overly-optimistic price targets. As noted earlier, despite just ~3% of its business based in Australia, 8 out of 12 
sell-side analysts covering Amcor reside in Australia. The average price target of A$16.59 / US$10.75 implies 19% upside, and 
incorporates management’s commentary at face value that it can pull-off a complicated global merger between two disparate 
cultures, grow revenues 1.5% – 2.0%, while expanding margins and cash flow through multiple different restructuring and 
cost cutting programs. All of this would be difficult to achieve in a normal environment, setting aside global growth fears from
the Coronavirus (Amcor has >$225m of revenue in and around lockdown zones in Italy). Our forensic analysis suggests it may 
be outright impossible for Amcor to meet lofty analyst expectations, with revenues already vanishing, deal costs higher than 
planned, and critical maintenance and growth capital expenditures being delayed.  Amcor’s valuation is in-line with industry 
peers, but should trade at a discount to reflect our documented concerns about the accuracy of its financial statements, 
fragile financial condition and unsustainable dividend policy. Amcor investors should study the recent $5bn 
Westrock/Kapstone packaging deal as a comparable example of what to expect. The combined company has repeatedly 
missed sales forecasts, and is now expected to decline, resulting in significant multiple contraction. Westrock is comparably
levered to Amcor, has higher margins, and also has a ~5% dividend yield. If we applied Westrock and its closest peers sales 
multiple of 1.0x – 1.2x to Amcor, it’s easy to justify 40% – 60% downside risk to Amcor’s share price.

Amcor: Spruce Point Sees Approximately
40% - 60% Downside To US$ 3.60 - US$ 5.40 / Share
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Amcor/Bemis Merger: Disproving The Top 
Promotional Deal Selling Points 

Topic What The Company Has Said Spruce Point Cold Reality

Enhanced 
Financial 

Profile

“Amcor’s financial profile will be enhanced, and our existing 
capital allocation framework, or shareholder value creation 

model, will be maintained and strengthened with this 
transaction”

Recent credit downgrade. Unremedied material weaknesses 
lingering for 18 months and unusual financial restatements. 

Financial presentation stretched to obscure strain, including use of 
bank overdrafts. Wasteful stock buyback and tenuous dividend. 

Adjusted free cash flow declined -50% from June-Dec 2019

Focused 
Portfolio

These criteria have led us to the focused portfolio of strong 
businesses we have today across: flexible and rigid packaging, 

specialty cartons, and closures.

Amcor obscures that specialty cartons is primarily selling cigarette 
cartons. Sales are ~10% of its total business, under long-term 

pressure, and we estimate once contributed 30% of its total EBITDA. 
Amcor obscures goodwill from acquisitions associated with tobacco 
deals, and changed its goodwill impairment test from “quantitative” 

to “qualitative” in 2019

Regulatory 
Issues

“We’ve got a lot of experience navigating through all of that 
[regulatory matters]. We got good advice, good advisors and we 

don’t expect any issues there”

Asset divestitures required from both companies in the 
U.S. (Amcor) and Europe (Bemis)

Capex 
Requirements

Amcor Standalone: “$400m each year to organically maintain 
and grow the Business, and expand earnings” 

Combined: “The business is spending 3.5% of sales, which is a 
healthy amount in any context”

Our analysis suggests 5.5% capex is the industry norm. Our analysis 
shows 30%-35% underspending of capex at legacy Amcor, which 

suggests organic growth business slowdown

Deal 
Transaction 

Costs

“The costs to implement the Transaction are substantial and 
include estimated integration costs of US$150 million, 

approximately US$65 million of compensation costs and 
approximately US$125 million of transaction costs (ex: GST)” 

Amcor’s deal cost reporting indicates over $200m of transaction 
costs already, 60% higher than forecasted. This appears to be more 

than just a casual oversight 

Cost Synergies “We’re confident in being able to generate $180m 
in cost synergies”

Wasn’t very clear that cost synergies are ”net”. Synergy targets are 
aggressive per our analysis and primary research

Spruce Point has conducted a thorough forensic review of the Amcor / Bemis transaction, including management’s bold 
claims for the transaction. Our analysis either disproves, or calls into question, each of the main selling points. 
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Amcor/Bemis Merger: Disproving The Top 
Promotional Deal Selling Points  (Cont’d)

Topic What The Company Has Said Spruce Point Cold Reality

Strong 
Combined R&D

“Firstly, we do not intend to pursue synergies through a reduction 
in sales and marketing or R&D costs”

CEO now says its R&D infrastructure is “a little bit uneven”. 
Based on our analysis, we observe that R&D spend is down 
materially from $115m to $83m (-28%). Recent increase in 

synergies from $65m to $80m likely from R&D cuts

Potential Revenue 
Synergies

“We haven’t quantified the benefits of any revenue synergies but 
we would clearly expect to be able to grow at higher rates over 

the longer term than we would independently”

Management has been quiet about underlying organic sales, 
instead focusing on organic EPS growth through cost cutting, 
and potential sales synergies. We believe sales at both Amcor 

and Bemis are declining 3.0% to 4.0%

Strength And 
Improving 

Momentum In 
Latin America

“Comprehensive global footprint in the flexible packaging 
business by bringing together  Amcor’s leading flexible packaging 
businesses in Europe, Asia and many parts of Latin America with 

Bemis’s leading positions in North America and Brazil”

Still talking about Latam challenges and calling it a 
“complicated portfolio”. Continues to perform below 

expectations, and disclosing a cash deposit with a court in 
Brazil for legal issues

Ability To Drive 
Working Capital 

Efficiencies

“One of the consistent highlights for the business has been our 
working capital performance”

Based on our analysis, we believe working capital to sales, and 
DSOs are rising beyond what Bemis/Amcor looked standalone

Shareholder 
Benefits From 

Dual listing And 
Index Inclusion

“We believe that the listing in New York in particular in the multi-
capitalisation which will approach $20 billion once the synergies 
are factored in, will put us sort of mid-way in the S&P500 index 
and create index buying that actually will create flow forward. 

You typically talk about flow back in cross border deals. We 
would expect flow forward”

Our shareholder analysis suggests almost no net buying by 
index/ETF buyers. In fact, the largest fundamental owners of 

Bemis have voted on the transaction by selling stock. The 
largest buyer of Amcor’s stock appears to be the company 
buyback program at poor above market prices averaging 

$10.16 per share

Spruce Point has conducted a thorough forensic review of the Amcor / Bemis transaction, including management’s 
bold claims for the transaction. Our analysis either disproves, or calls into question, each of the main selling points 
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A Roll-Up Hitting A Wall

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s roll-up is in its final stages, having merged with Bemis in a $6.8 billion dollar 
transaction – the largest in its recent history. Now as a $20 billion market cap entity, to continue its growth by 

acquisitions, Amcor will have to look for larger targets, few of which exist that will move the needle.

“And our model and our track record has been to acquire. We've done 25-plus deals in the last 6 or 7 years.”
CEO Delia

Citigroup Conf
Dec 2019

2019: Acquires Bemis
stock-for-stock $6.8n

2016: Acquires Sonoco 
Rigid Plastic Blow Mold 

Operations $280m

2015: Acquires 
Nampak $250m

2015: Acquires 
Zhongshan $211m

2010: Acquires Ball 
plastics $265m

2016: Acquires Alusa, 
Peruplast, Aluflex and 
Flexa in Latam $435m

2010: Acquires Alcan 
Packaging Assets $2bn

Source: Bloomberg
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Revenues Synergies or Disynergies: 
Proof That Revenues Declined 3.0% - 4.0% 
Through September 2019

Amcor’s management dangled a carrot to investors of potential revenue synergies, without quantifying them. Based on our 
analysis, which adjusts from the sale of U.S. (Amcor) and European “EC” (Bemis) assets, we estimate that Bemis and legacy 

Amcor were declining 3.0% and 4.0%, respectively, through Sept 2019. The market believes Amcor is a stable grower, capable 
of doing low single digit growth. 

$ in mm
Organic Bemis Organic Amcor

Q3 2018
Sept 30th

Q3 2019
Sept 30th

YoY
Change

Sept 30
2018

Sept 30
2019

YoY
Change

Revenues $1,026.4 $970.0 -5.5% $2,262.4 $3,140.7 38.8%

Plus: EC Divestiture Sales (1) -- $25.7 -- -- -- --

Less: Bemis (ex: Divestiture) -- -- -- -- ($970.0) --

Less: EC/US Divestitures (2) -- -- -- ($21.0) ($19.0) --

Organic Revenue $1,026.4 $995.7 -3.0% $2,241.4 $2,151.7 -4.0%

Source: Bemis financials and Amcor financials, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Excludes currency as it is impossible to detail the separate effect on Bemis and Amcor post closing
(1) Supplemental disclosure (p.5) shows $284.1m of sales from divested EC and US assets. EC were legacy Bemis assets which we estimate were 63% of the sales derived from 

public disclosures (1, 2) of the sales from each company. The EC deal closed August 8, 2019 so we add estimated sales from Aug 9 – Sept 30th  2019 for an apples-to-apples 
comparison

(2) Supplemental disclosure (p.8) shows $56.5m of sales for EC/US assets for the three months ended Sept 30, 2018. We assume 37% of were the Amcor US assets. We deduct 
$18.9m, the estimated contribution of the EC sales that were in the quarter from July 1, 2019 – August 8, 2019

“We’re going to have higher margins with the delivery of these cost synergies, and we haven’t quantified the benefits of 
any revenue synergies but we would clearly expect to be able to grow at higher rates over the longer term than we 
would independently”….” And we see some very specific opportunities”

CEO on 
Revenue Synergies

Aug 7, 2018

“AMC grows broadly in line with our underlying GDP forecasts: low-single-digit constant-currency revenue across FY20-21e”
Morgan Stanley

Feb 2020

“We also assume that both the Amcor and Bemis assets continue to deliver 2-3% organic growth”Jefferies
Feb 2020

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919046660/a19-17395_1ex99d1.htm
https://www.plasticstoday.com/medical/kohlberg-completes-acquisition-bemis-healthcare-packaging-europe/35600419161329
https://thefly.com/landingPageNews.php?id=2894967&headline=BMS-Amcor-to-sell-plants-to-TekniPlex-for-M-to-resolve-antitrust-concerns
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/08/09/1899736/0/en/Kohlberg-closes-on-acquisition-of-Bemis-Healthcare-Packaging-Europe-Merges-with-Nelipak.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919061135/a19-22130_1ex99d1.htm
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Revenues Synergies or Disynergies: 
Proof That Revenues Declined 5.4% In Q4 2019

Amcor’s organic revenue decline appeared to accelerate in the period from Sept 30, 2019 to Dec 31, 2019. 

$ in mm

Bemis 
Pre-Deal
Q4 2018

Dec 31, 2018
(A)

Amcor 
Pre-Deal
Q4 2018

Dec 31, 2018
(B)

Pro Forma  
Amcor/Bemis
Dec 31, 2018

(A+B)=C 

Quarter Ended
Dec 31, 2019

(D)

YoY 
Change
(D/C)

Revenues $1,002.8 $2,285.4 $3,288.2 $3,043.1 -7.4%

Less: EC/US Divestitures (1) -- -- ($73.0) --

Organic Revenue $1,002.8 $2,285.4 $3,215.2 $3,043.1 -5.4%

Source: Bemis financials and Amcor financials, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Excludes currency as it is impossible to detail the currency effect for Amcor in Q4 2018, although currencies would likely make it worse. Q4 2018 Bemis currency impact was -4.6%, 
H2 2018 Amcor was -3.2%, and Q4 2019 Amcor was -1.2%
(1) Supplemental disclosure (p.13) shows $146m of sales from divested EC and US assets from July 1, 2018 – Dec 31, 2018, so we divide $146m by 2 to get a quarterly estimate. US 

divestiture closed June 17, 2019 and EC divestiture closed Aug 8, 2019 so no adjustment was required for the quarter ended Dec 31, 2019 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000001119919000003/bms-20181231xexhibit99.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/5E8dOASfVAnlb0UB7TReBJ/3be727f1a12c8f6b0ed918e0819104ed/Amcor_2019_Half_Year_Results_Media_Release_-_11_February_2019.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000008/amcor2q2020exhibit991-.htm
https://www.tekni-plex.com/healthcarepackaging/amcor-acquisition/valued-customer-letter/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/08/09/1899736/0/en/Kohlberg-closes-on-acquisition-of-Bemis-Healthcare-Packaging-Europe-Merges-with-Nelipak.html
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Free Cash Flow Rapidly Declining

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s free cash flow presentation is becoming more aggressive, and that by our estimate, 
actual free cash flow declined more than 50% YoY in 2H 2019. 

$ in mm

Pre-Acquisition 
Bemis

6M Ended
12/31/18

(A)

Pre-Acquisition
Amcor

6M Ended
12/31/18

(B)

Pro Forma 
Bemis/Amcor

6M Ended 
12/31/18
(A+B)=C

Amcor
6M Ended
12/31/19

(D)

YoY 
Decline From 
6M Dec 31st

2018 v 2019
(D/C)

Cash From Operations $300.7 $234.7 $535.4 $342.0 -36%

Net Capex ($58.7) ($111.7) ($170.4) ($204.0)

Operating Cash Flow of Divested Operations $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $60.0 

Material Transaction Costs (1) $0.0 $35.1 $35.1 $112.0 

Amcor’s Adjusted Free Cash Flow $242.0 $158.1 $400.1 $310.0 -23%

Cash From Operations $300.7 $234.7 $535.4 $342.0 -36%

Gross Capex ($60.6) ($172.0) ($232.6) ($206.6)

Non-controlling Interest Payments (2) -- -- -- ($0.5)

Forward Contract Settlements (3) -- ($28.5) ($28.5) $0.0 

Shares Repurchased To Offset Employee 
Stock Compensation (3) ($0.2) ($21.2) ($21.4) ($11.3)

Spruce Point Adjusted Free Cash Flow $239.9 $13.0 $252.9 $123.6 -51%

Source: Amcor and Bemis SEC Filings, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Amcor’s 6M Ended 12/31/18 figures changed in its recent SEC 10-Q and were used in the analysis
1) Amcor is ambiguous about the exact nature of these costs, but It is quite possible these costs should be tax-effected at Amcor’s 22% tax rate, which would reduce cash flow further
2) Payments to operating partners appear through the financing section and should be deducted from cash from operations
3) Amcor discloses that forward contracts are used in relation to repurchasing stock for employee compensation which is operating in nature, but classified as a “financing” cash flow by Amcor

Amcor’s 
Aggressive 

Free 
Cash 
Flow

Spruce 
Point 

Adjusted 
Free 
Cash 
Flow
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Tangible New Evidence of 
Amcor’s Cash Liquidity Challenges

On Jan 28, 2020, Amcor filed a report for its significant European investment holding company subsidiary that provides a snapshot 
of its performance at FY end June 30, 2019. Despite the CEO offering expectations of “winning” in Europe at the beginning of the
year, we find that profits were down materially. Even worse, we find that Amcor’s cash pool swung from a surplus of €62.7m to a 

deficit of -€34.4m. This supports our opinion that Amcor appears to be facing a liquidity crunch. Subsequently, it was reported that 
Amcor Flexibles would shut two plants in Finland, though this was never disclosed to investors in SEC filings.(1)

Source: 2019 Amcor European Investment Holdings Limited Annual Report

Cash Shortfall 
From EUR62M 

Surplus To 
EUR34M Deficit

“The business in Europe, which is, let's say, the purest general Flexibles business that we have at scale, which is a $3 
billion-plus business had good sales growth last year and picked up momentum in the second half. So if anything, that 
business you would say is winning in the market and that's the expectation and it's been the experience as well.”

Profits Down 
Materially From 

EUR60M To 
EUR46M

CEO Delia
FY 2018 

Earnings Call
Aug 2018

Cash Surplus In 
The Prior Year 

2017 of 
EUR 27M

Source: 2018 Amcor European Investment Holdings Limited Annual Report

1) Jellypages.com: Food packaging manufacturer Amcor will close two factories, fire almost 200 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/qkAK3RRdTqhFX5Q6r3S3zCYHFUkMjOublgv4_VlkLkE/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3NL5KAIID%2F20200222%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200222T134228Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEH0aCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJHMEUCIFw%2FXOe7wO4TawSSBn4Hl5BkO5vccYQqk78vXLOuK8J9AiEA6shVWw1DySig1y6oQSbGXszaouUaJ95mmWiYSiaM8gAqtAMIRhACGgw0NDkyMjkwMzI4MjIiDIpDHciInaptvlNUxSqRA%2BKHXks5qJQF8LKLKZNj00cqCjT2b1ESBwBa%2BtiK7vid9iWlgoZmLXZk7I8HW56uPwHinQeCKa0sk6dm8lHVfMIY0Tdd7JTULuzuICoDCaef5EwMOScKzaoh%2F0IT7nIavr9soDGWg3wrXZ6W5x7cNwwtOdXtKz%2FZkSM%2Faakot6pvsVWAuqc4hPmiKtWgCqo1mVsVNGQFZ7jsG%2Bw9rTOMIF77mMrONSPQfsDcfWFJ0kPLIqpCkhd0Bltegu9JUwEqsdFsRuF34JHSYdCjf%2F6MMB4X1353kalR2VFB%2Be6c2gr5IDWs5tm3MhhFYHV7%2FoNEe6%2BiRyNyuHnDVbXi2hzyfEJ7p9qVlOw%2FybMmi2sTgwOk%2B0qiUwyuepi7zoJjFNd7b%2BgK%2B5OeASQkAFUxfqR5mx2x9mXKo6pR%2FbzLMx0QIrorQOxt3kGrW5P6uvSyyzv33POWxBydL14jvilh4suwK8FR0vJYtoPwhy8%2B5OitST5oWN4EIekV1CvOe48rVPzv70Z4w3ouJqtIp7gf3Rw6PIoXMIm%2BxPIFOusBfbXe%2FQEY6jxcUvEds7Ls8RhbyhGnpM67yML0VN%2BhsS92mXZCeC%2BzGLIFbz6bCM1rg2RWoNE3UZzYrMpl9gBwFnWTgKWaznzTUnwEcbKyefpd%2BAsKoefi3TpHBVyiH7wau%2FvzaLSqVn6U716gX439%2BETqNW%2FOmMi8fw6yc9%2FNO26ZK4pSbRb3yf0kVEUA4vH%2Bz3xLWuahtTqdrc8bJE6NaDWBmdNEkXqItXybS%2BY7mZnw%2Ftt83J%2FPHzkw8ZvgBbOgywKPAtdRu69W45ATPl5JBuVn2vJB4EA%2FBK3C%2F90CCvTeQXxDrQDXSRD%2FdA%3D%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=390888ee94d78afb3e2467e2f59e5a6ae7279c6a4607ca24b4ce3d0bd4f4ae3d
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/zzRsz8eDpIvS6ZYG8bFCHV5ss0GzB_yC4Gn4DPK5mnI/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3NL5KAIID%2F20200222%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200222T135701Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEH0aCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJHMEUCIFw%2FXOe7wO4TawSSBn4Hl5BkO5vccYQqk78vXLOuK8J9AiEA6shVWw1DySig1y6oQSbGXszaouUaJ95mmWiYSiaM8gAqtAMIRhACGgw0NDkyMjkwMzI4MjIiDIpDHciInaptvlNUxSqRA%2BKHXks5qJQF8LKLKZNj00cqCjT2b1ESBwBa%2BtiK7vid9iWlgoZmLXZk7I8HW56uPwHinQeCKa0sk6dm8lHVfMIY0Tdd7JTULuzuICoDCaef5EwMOScKzaoh%2F0IT7nIavr9soDGWg3wrXZ6W5x7cNwwtOdXtKz%2FZkSM%2Faakot6pvsVWAuqc4hPmiKtWgCqo1mVsVNGQFZ7jsG%2Bw9rTOMIF77mMrONSPQfsDcfWFJ0kPLIqpCkhd0Bltegu9JUwEqsdFsRuF34JHSYdCjf%2F6MMB4X1353kalR2VFB%2Be6c2gr5IDWs5tm3MhhFYHV7%2FoNEe6%2BiRyNyuHnDVbXi2hzyfEJ7p9qVlOw%2FybMmi2sTgwOk%2B0qiUwyuepi7zoJjFNd7b%2BgK%2B5OeASQkAFUxfqR5mx2x9mXKo6pR%2FbzLMx0QIrorQOxt3kGrW5P6uvSyyzv33POWxBydL14jvilh4suwK8FR0vJYtoPwhy8%2B5OitST5oWN4EIekV1CvOe48rVPzv70Z4w3ouJqtIp7gf3Rw6PIoXMIm%2BxPIFOusBfbXe%2FQEY6jxcUvEds7Ls8RhbyhGnpM67yML0VN%2BhsS92mXZCeC%2BzGLIFbz6bCM1rg2RWoNE3UZzYrMpl9gBwFnWTgKWaznzTUnwEcbKyefpd%2BAsKoefi3TpHBVyiH7wau%2FvzaLSqVn6U716gX439%2BETqNW%2FOmMi8fw6yc9%2FNO26ZK4pSbRb3yf0kVEUA4vH%2Bz3xLWuahtTqdrc8bJE6NaDWBmdNEkXqItXybS%2BY7mZnw%2Ftt83J%2FPHzkw8ZvgBbOgywKPAtdRu69W45ATPl5JBuVn2vJB4EA%2FBK3C%2F90CCvTeQXxDrQDXSRD%2FdA%3D%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=92beb85227f97becbefc1da4f62c417a398f9fbdb1092afebb195bb9c376508a
https://www.jellypages.com/politics/Food-packaging-manufacturer-Amcor-will-close-a-factory-you-a-shield-for-the-exhibition-and-Lieksa-almost-200-to-get-fired-h95606.html
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Dividend At Risk

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s free cash flow, and commitment to repurchasing shares, leave it little room to protect 
its dividend under current market expectations, which incorporate modest 1% - 2% revenue growth and cost synergy 

realization. However, we’ve illustrated that current growth expectations are high in light of organic decline at both Bemis 
and Amcor in the 3.0% - 4.0% range. In addition, we’ve illustrated that cost synergy projections are aggressive, and that 

management is claiming synergies are ahead of plan despite cutting R&D spending while saying it wouldn’t.  

$ in millions

Market Implied 
Expectations (1)

Low Single Digit Sales 
Growth And Full Synergies

12M Ended
Dec 31, 2020

Spruce Point Expectations
Downside Case: 

-3.3% Sales Growth and
$15m Cost Synergy 

Slippage 
12M Ended

Dec 31, 2020

Cash From Operations $1,489.1 $1,390.0

Less: Gross Capex ($449.5) ($460.0)

= Free Cash Flow $1,039.6 $930.0

Less: Remaining Stock Purchases ($277.0) ($277.0)

= Free Cash Flow For Dividend $762.6 $653.0

Less: Dividend ($725.0) ($725.0)

Dividend Cushion (Deficit) $37.6 ($72.0)

(1) Expectations based on review of 7 broker estimates by Spruce Point. Estimates have been calendarized for Dec 31st year end period. 
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Amcor More Levered Than It Appears And At 
Risk of Further Downgrade Towards Junk

Company Promoted EBITDA And Leverage Spruce Point Adjustments
Spruce Point 

Adjusted 
12/31/19$ in mm H2

12/31/18
FY

6/30/18
H2

12/31/19

Pro Forma
LTM 

12/31/19

(+)
Lease Adj 
To EBITDA

(+)
Lease Debt

(+)
Unfunded 
Pension 

Obligations

(+)
Restricted 

Cash 
(1)

Amcor EBITDA $650.0 $1,393.9 NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Bemis EBITDA $294.0 $549.9 NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Adjustments ($40.0) ($64.9) NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Pro Forma EBITDA $904.0 $1,878.9 $911.0 $1,885.9 $113.8 $1,999.7 

Total Debt $6,210.5 $579.7 $354.0 $7,144.2 

Less: Cash ($673.8) $163.5 ($510.3)

Net Debt $5,536.7 $6,633.9

Net Debt/EBITDA 2.9x 3.3x

Amcor presents a potentially misleading view of its leverage by not including capital leases, and not clearly displaying 
how much cash is restricted for legal disputes, overdrafts and/or working capital needs. The Company says its leverage 

is 2.9x Net Debt / EBITDA, but we estimate leverage is closer to 3.3x. Amcor was recently downgraded by Fitch in 
February 2020 from BBB+ to BBB, yet it expects revenues to increase low single digits in the coming years. We believe 

this forecast is already proving to be overly-optimistic. 

Source: EBITDA and Leverage per Amcor earnings press releases
1) Cash reduced for $13.5m held with Brazilian courts. In addition, its estimated that $150m is restricted for working capital and liquidity needs. See: Fitch Credit Review 

Fitch Credit Review
Revenue Synergies

Feb 17, 2020

The downgrade reflects slower-than-expected deleveraging following Amcor's acquisition of Bemis. 
Key Assumptions: “Revenue at around USD13.5 billion for FY20, increasing by low single-digits over FY21-FY23”
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Amcor Chief Accounting Officer Is Not A 
CPA, Contrary To Public Representation

In light of its material weaknesses of financial control and accounting, and unusual revisions to revenues, capex and 
interest income, we have serious concerns about the Company’s Chief Accounting Officer (CAO). Mr. Krempa, as the 
former Bemis CAO, recently listed on his biography his CPA designation. Yet, after a background check, we observe 

that it was “REVOKED” by the state of Minnesota in 2017. He signed Amcor’s recent 10-K Annual Report. 

Background 
Check 

Reveals CPA 
Is “Revoked”

Amcor’s 
Chief 

Accounting 
Officer Came 
From Bemis

His 
Biography 

Consistently 
Stated That 
He Is A CPA

Source: Bemis website still represented him as a CPA in 
2018, a year after he lost his CPA

Source: Amcor 10-K

Source: Minnesota Board of Accountancy
Source: Jan 2017: Minnesota Board of Accountancy

https://web.archive.org/web/20180120190021/http:/investors.bemis.com/leadership/management-team/jerry-s-krempa
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000003/amcor-2019form10xkxjune302.htm
https://boa.state.mn.us/findCPA.html
https://boa.state.mn.us/Disciplinary%20Actions/20170119/Krempa.pdf


Evidence of Growing Business 
Challenges In Core Markets
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Our View of Amcor / Bemis: 
A Merger of Desperation

Spruce Point believes the stock-for-stock merger of Amcor + Bemis was a deal done out of necessity for survival. It illustrates 
that neither company would stake its own capital to acquire the other. Furthermore, reading between the lines, management 
has been selling “organic EPS growth” through cost synergies and not “organic revenue growth” through revenue synergies 

as a financial driver behind the deal. With significant customer concentration among large CPGs under stress, and pressure to
reduce environmentally unfriendly packaging materials falling on Amcor, we believe it will come under more stress.

“Sales to the Kraft Heinz Company, and its subsidiaries, accounted for approximately 11 percent in 2018 and 10 
percent in 2017 and 2016. The Company primarily sells to Kraft Heinz Company in the U.S. Packaging segment.” (1)

Bemis
10-K

CEO
ACMR

“Amcor’s financial profile will be enhanced, and our existing capital allocation framework, or shareholder value creation 
model, will be maintained and strengthened with this transaction.”

Amcor
10-K

“Sales to PepsiCo, and its subsidiaries, accounted for approximately 11.1%, 11.0% and 11.7% of our sales in fiscal 
years 2019, 2018 and 2017, respectively.” (1)

• Kraft goodwill write-down of $15.4bn
• The huge write-down appeared to come 

from a shift in how consumers eat, 
emphasizing fresh food over processed 
products

• SEC subpoena investigation into accounting 
and controls 

• Source

• Kraft to restate three years of financials
• Investigation tied to accounting and 

procurement practices affecting $208m 
of Cost of Goods Sold 

• Source

• Kraft downgraded to Junk 
by two ratings agencies

• Finances have become 
strained as it tries to catch 
up with consumers’ fast-
changing tastes. Demand 
for healthier foods has 
weighed on appetite for 
processed products

• Source

Kraft Heinz Share Price

Amcor CEO
Citi Conf
Dec 2019

“So the (specialty) cartons business is a little less than 10% of sales now. It's a global business. It's predominantly 
selling tobacco cartons.”

1) On a pro forma basis, we estimate Pepsi is ~8.0% of sales, and Kraft Heinz 3.5% of sales

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/21/business/kraft-heinz-earnings.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-kraft-heinz-restatement/kraft-heinz-to-restate-nearly-three-years-of-financial-reports-after-investigation-idUSKCN1SC0VF
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/kraft-heinz-bonds-fall-into-junk-territory-after-downgrades-2020-02-14
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Long-Term Industry Headwinds 

Amcor is under pressure as demand from its customers is shrinking as they shift towards more eco-friendly solutions 
with higher recycled plastic content. We believe Amcor’s large customers will pressure its suppliers to absorb the 

increased cost of developing new products, negatively affecting Amcor. Amcor has made commitments to develop all of 
its packaging to be recyclable or reusable by 2025. It’s a noble endeavor, but at what cost to shareholders? 

“Coke and Pepsi abandon the plastics lobby”
“Coca-Cola and PepsiCo, two major sellers of plastic bottles, have made sweeping sustainability commitments. Now they 
are stepping away from a plastics lobbying group. Both soft drink companies are trying to increase the amount of recycled 
plastic they use in bottles. They want to improve recycling infrastructure and ensure their packages are recyclable.”

Source: CNN (August 5, 2019)

“PepsiCo Accelerates Plastic Waste Reduction Efforts”
“PepsiCo, Inc. today announced a new target to reduce 35% of virgin plastic content across its beverage portfolio by 2025, 
which equates to the elimination of 2.5 million metric tons of cumulative virgin plastic.”

Source: PepsiCo (September 13, 2019)

“Kraft Heinz Expands Environmental Commitments to Include Sustainable Packaging and Carbon Reduction”
“Company Aims to Make 100% of its Packaging Recyclable, Reusable or Compostable by 2025; Increase Usage of 
Recycled Materials.”

Source: Kraft Heinz (July 31, 2018)

“Unilever announces ambitious new commitments for a waste-free world”
“Halve its use of virgin plastic, by reducing its absolute use of plastic packaging by more than 100,000 tonnes and 
accelerating its use of recycled plastic… Our starting point has to be design, reducing the amount of plastic we use, and 
then making sure that what we do use increasingly comes from recycled sources. We are also committed to ensuring all 
our plastic packaging is reusable, recyclable or compostable.”

Source: Unilever (July 10, 2019)

“L’Oréal Launch Paper-Based Cosmetic Tube”
“Long committed to reducing our environmental impact and improving the footprint of our packaging, L’Oréal is proud to 
announce the development of the very first paper-based cosmetic tube… We plan to improve the environmental or social 
impact of 100% of our new products by 2020. In 2025, all our plastic packaging will be rechargeable, refillable, recyclable 
or compostable. Lastly, 50% of the plastic used in our packaging will come from bio-sourced materials by 2025.”

Source: Bioplastics News (October 18, 2019)

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/30/business/coke-pepsi-plastics/index.html
https://www.pepsico.com/news/press-release/pepsico-accelerates-plastic-waste-reduction-efforts09132019
https://news.kraftheinzcompany.com/press-release/corporate/kraft-heinz-expands-environmental-commitments-include-sustainable-packaging-
https://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2019/unilever-announces-ambitious-new-commitments-for-a-waste-free-world.html
https://bioplasticsnews.com/2019/10/18/loreal-albea-paper-based-cosmetic-tube/
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Obscuring Substantial Tobacco Dependence

Amcor appears to be taking steps to obscure its exposure to tobacco carton sales. Understandably, tobacco has been linked to 
cancer, and Amcor may not want to associate itself with this product. Industry sources suggest that tobacco sales are declining low 
to mid single digits in the U.S. and globally.(1,2) During the course of our research, we learned that cigarette cartons may have once 
accounted for up to 30% of Amcor’s total EBITDA.(3) Amcor hasn’t used the word “tobacco” in any of its post-closing SEC filings, 

and only reports “specialty carton” sales on an annual, not quarterly basis. Amcor gives limited color on carton segment 
performance in its MD&A, leaving investors in the dark about recent business performance.  Its investor presentation shows an

ambiguous picture under “specialty cartons” that appears nothing like a pack of cigarettes. 

Does This Look Like A 
Cigarette Carton?

Amcor’s 10-K Doesn’t Mention The Word “Tobacco” Once. “Specialty 
Flexible Folding Cartons” Are Tobacco. Amcor’s MD&A Avoids 

Discussing Tobacco As A Driver of Results And It Only Reports Sales 
By Product Annually, Not Quarterly(1).  

Source: Amcor 10-K
1) Last disclosed the word tobacco in March 2019 prospectus

Amcor CEO
Response

“So the (specialty) cartons business is a little less than 10% of sales now. It's a global business. It's predominantly selling tobacco 
cartons.”

Only When Asked, Does Amcor Discuss Its Association With Tobacco
Analyst

Citi Conf
Dec 2019

“And then just kind of rounding out the portfolio, you got the question on closures. Can you talk a little bit about the cartons
business, kind of the place within the portfolios or the attractive things about that.”

Source: Amcor Investor Presentation: Sept 2019

1) Tobacco Free Kids - Between 2004 and 2018, global cigarette volume sales decreased by 3.7%
2) Juul: Cigarette Sales In The U.S. Continue Historic Decline Into The First Quarter of 2019
3) In 2013, Amcor acquired AGI-Sherwood with 17% EBITDA margins vs. 14.8% total company margins. Amcor’s also owns a stake in AMVIG Holdings, a Hong Kong 

listed company in tobacco packaging that reports 24% EBITDA margins. This leads us to believe that tobacco packaging has higher margins than other businesses

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000104746919001684/a2238139zdefm14a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000104746919001688/a2238229z424b3.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/KFjbIJgFA2bpkyNUJKd8q/3c7ebe837523c26c51cce6aac12cbc61/Amcor_Investor_Presentation_-_US_Roadshow_-_FINAL.pdf
https://www.tobaccofreekids.org/assets/global/pdfs/en/Global_Cigarette_Industry_pdf.pdf
https://newsroom.juul.com/cigarette-sales-in-the-u-s-continue-historic-decline-into-the-first-quarter-of-2019/
https://www.amcor.com/about/media-centre/news/amcor-announces-ususd114-8m-acquisition-of-agi-shorewood-tobacco-packaging
http://www.amvig.com/eng/ir/report.asp
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Obscuring Substantial Tobacco 
Dependence: Part II

Amcor has scrubbed all its significant subsidiaries of the tobacco association.

Source: Amcor 2019 10-K

Source: Amcor 2017 Australian Annual Report

Pre-U.S. Listing Post-U.S. Listing

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000003/exhibit21subsidiaries.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/2ckiIO9GXymIqu6qi8Oo4s/6a9b62ee553e2af1e354e042c6055d8a/Amcor_Annual_Report_2017.pdf
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Obscuring Substantial Tobacco 
Dependence: Part III

Amcor has obscured the goodwill associated with tobacco packaging acquisitions. Goodwill accounting is a current focus of the
SEC, which is investigating consumer product company Newell Rubbermaid.(1) Amcor impaired its equity method investment in Hong 

Kong listed tobacco packer AMVIG, but hasn’t touched other goodwill. Now it cites “qualitative” vs. “quantitative” testing methods

Source: Amcor 2018 Australian Annual ReportSource: Amcor 2017 Australian Annual Report

Source: Amcor 2019 10-K

Omission of Flexible Goodwill Details

1) WSJ, “Newell Brands Is 
Investigated by SEC”

“A qualitative impairment analysis was performed on all reporting units for the fiscal year ended 2019, while a quantitative
analysis was performed for fiscal years ended 2018 and 2017. The analysis concluded that goodwill was not impaired.”

Goodwill Attributed To Tobacco Packaging Goodwill Attributed To “Specialty Cartons”

ACMR
2019 10-K

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/Ry9ogH9cQemqGA800oiGE/cbcc6bef0d76b79be2a227dfc13a7e87/Amcor_Annual_Report_2018.PDF
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/2ckiIO9GXymIqu6qi8Oo4s/6a9b62ee553e2af1e354e042c6055d8a/Amcor_Annual_Report_2017.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001748790/d6558db2-5df6-46d6-8956-eefc3b43dba5.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/newell-brands-is-investigated-by-sec-11583275613
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Below Industry Growth Projected

Amcor’s merger document filed in Australia in early 2019 used expert projections claiming that global average plastic 
packaging growth would be 3.7% p.a. through 2023. Yet, it is already clear that the market doesn’t believe these 

forecasts. Amcor is projected by equity analysts to grow 1.5% – 2.0%, but we estimate organic decline at 3.0% – 4.0%. 
EBITDA margins are projected to expand, despite tobacco packaging, an above average profit driver, declining mid-

single digits.  Why should investors be excited to invest in Amcor when it is projected (by generally over-bullish sell-side 
analysts) to grow below industry expert projections?

From Amcor Scheme Booklet: “Over the five years to 2023, global packaging industry revenue is expected to grow at an average of 2.9% per 
annum to US$1,046 billion.50 Plastic packaging is expected to experience the strongest growth compared to other types of packaging, increasing by 
an average of 3.7% per annum to US$367 billion,39 as a result of the increasing popularity of plastics such as PET51 that provide a more lightweight 
option to meet the dual goal of reduced material consumption and cost and reduced carbon footprint during transit. This is further supported by 
demand from consumers as they perceive smaller and more lightweight packaging as being more environmentally friendly. The projected annual 
average growth in the plastic packaging industry by region is illustrated as follows.”

Source: Amcor Scheme Booklet March 19, 2019

Market Forecasting 1.5% - 2.0% Sales Growth And EBITDA 
Margin Expansion Despite Tobacco, A Big Profit Driver, Declining

Source: Amcor FY Estimates From Bloomberg

Market Study Claiming 3.7% Global Packaging Growth

https://downloads.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/3jHieaETQ0IWb3UsMOrF0k/57c5d9a6a88c6f9a59627a03a6cd2cc9/Amcor_Limited_-_Scheme_Booklet.pdf
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Quickly Obscuring Bemis Contribution

Amcor closed the acquisition of Bemis on June 11, 2019. Best disclosure practices for material acquisitions generally require
providing financial contribution of the target for the next 12 months. Yet, we find that by Amcor has omitted disclosure of Bemis after 
one full quarter. It becomes clearer that with the last reported quarterly Bemis revenue of $970m (add $25.7m for divested assets) that 

proxy projections for $4.1bn of sales in 2019 likely fell short. Yet, management is still claiming organic growth. 

Source: Amcor financial statements and proxy statement

“The acquisition of Bemis positions the Company as a global leader in consumer packaging with a comprehensive global footprint in 
flexible packaging and greater scale in key regions of North America, Latin America, Asia Pacific and Europe, along with industry-
leading research and development capabilities. The Bemis acquisition contributed $215.4 million in net sales and a $12.4 
million net loss, which includes transaction related costs, to the Company's consolidated fiscal year 2019 results.”

Amcor 
2019

Annual Report

June 30, 2019

Amcor Q1’20

Sept 30, 2019
10-Q

“The acquisition of Bemis positions the Company as a global leader in consumer packaging with a comprehensive global footprint in 
flexible packaging and greater scale in key regions of North America, Latin America, Asia Pacific and Europe, along with industry-
leading research and development capabilities. The Bemis acquisition contributed approximately $970 million in net sales 
and a $6 million net loss, which includes transaction and integration related costs and purchase accounting, to the first 
quarter of fiscal year 2020 results.”

Amcor H2’20

Dec 30, 2019
10-Q

“The acquisition of Bemis positions the Company as a global leader in consumer packaging with a comprehensive global footprint in 
flexible packaging and greater scale in key regions of North America, Latin America, Asia Pacific and Europe, along with industry-
leading research and development capabilities. [CONTRIBUTION DISCLOSURE OMMITTED]”

Bemis’ 
Projections 

Offered 
March 2019

It’s Highly Unlikely Bemis’ 
2019 Target Was Achieved 
Based on Q1/Q3 Actual/Est 
Results. Q4 Implied would’ve 
Had To Bn Abnormally High 

Q1A:      $1,001.4
Q2E:  $1,000.0-$1,031.0
Q3A:      $970.0+$25.7
Q4E: $1,088.9-$1,119.9
Total 2019E: $4,117

CEO Delia
Conf Call

Feb 11, 2020

“The 2 legacy companies are functioning as one, and the excitement and the focus demonstrated by our employees has enabled the 
Flexibles business to simultaneously grow organically and to surpass the synergy targets we originally set for the first 6 months of 
the year.”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000104746919001688/a2238229z424b3.htm
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Revenues Synergies or Disynergies: 
Proof That Revenues Declined 3.0% - 4.0% 
Through September 2019

Amcor’s management dangled a carrot to investors of potential revenue synergies, without quantifying them. Based on our 
analysis, which adjusts from the sale of U.S. (Amcor) and European “EC” (Bemis) assets, we estimate that Bemis and legacy 

Amcor were declining 3.0% and 4.0%, respectively, through Sept 2019. The market believes Amcor is a stable grower, capable 
of doing low single digit growth. 

$ in mm
Organic Bemis Organic Amcor

Q3 2018
Sept 30th

Q3 2019
Sept 30th

YoY
Change

Sept 30
2018

Sept 30
2019

YoY
Change

Revenues $1,026.4 $970.0 -5.5% $2,262.4 $3,140.7 38.8%

Plus: EC Divestiture Sales (1) -- $25.7 -- -- -- --

Less: Bemis (ex: Divestiture) -- -- -- -- ($970.0) --

Less: EC/US Divestitures (2) -- -- -- ($21.0) ($19.0) --

Organic Revenue $1,026.4 $995.7 -3.0% $2,241.4 $2,151.7 -4.0%

Source: Bemis financials and Amcor financials, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Excludes currency as it is impossible to detail the separate effect on Bemis and Amcor post closing
(1) Supplemental disclosure (p.5) shows $284.1m of sales from divested EC and US assets. EC were legacy Bemis assets which we estimate were 63% of the sales derived from 

public disclosures (1, 2) of the sales from each company. The EC deal closed August 8, 2019 so we add estimated sales from Aug 9 – Sept 30th  2019 for an apples-to-apples 
comparison

(2) Supplemental disclosure (p.8) shows $56.5m of sales for EC/US assets for the three months ended Sept 30, 2018. We assume 37% of were the Amcor US assets. We deduct 
$18.9m, the estimated contribution of the EC sales that were in the quarter from July 1, 2019 – August 8, 2019

“We’re going to have higher margins with the delivery of these cost synergies, and we haven’t quantified the benefits of 
any revenue synergies but we would clearly expect to be able to grow at higher rates over the longer term than we 
would independently”….” And we see some very specific opportunities”

CEO on 
Revenue Synergies

Aug 7, 2018

“AMC grows broadly in line with our underlying GDP forecasts: low-single-digit constant-currency revenue across FY20-21e”
Morgan Stanley

Feb 2020

“We also assume that both the Amcor and Bemis assets continue to deliver 2-3% organic growth”Jefferies
Feb 2020

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919046660/a19-17395_1ex99d1.htm
https://www.plasticstoday.com/medical/kohlberg-completes-acquisition-bemis-healthcare-packaging-europe/35600419161329
https://thefly.com/landingPageNews.php?id=2894967&headline=BMS-Amcor-to-sell-plants-to-TekniPlex-for-M-to-resolve-antitrust-concerns
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/08/09/1899736/0/en/Kohlberg-closes-on-acquisition-of-Bemis-Healthcare-Packaging-Europe-Merges-with-Nelipak.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919061135/a19-22130_1ex99d1.htm
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Revenues Synergies or Disynergies: 
Proof That Revenues Declined 5.4% In Q4 2019

Amcor’s organic revenue decline appeared to accelerate in the period from Sept 30, 2019 to Dec 31, 2019. 

$ in mm

Bemis 
Pre-Deal
Q4 2018

Dec 31, 2018
(A)

Amcor 
Pre-Deal
Q4 2018

Dec 31, 2018
(B)

Pro Forma  
Amcor/Bemis
Dec 31, 2018

(A+B)=C 

Quarter Ended
Dec 31, 2019

(D)

YoY 
Change
(D/C)

Revenues $1,002.8 $2,285.4 $3,288.2 $3,043.1 -7.4%

Less: EC/US Divestitures (1) -- -- ($73.0) --

Organic Revenue $1,002.8 $2,285.4 $3,215.2 $3,043.1 -5.4%

Source: Bemis financials and Amcor financials, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Excludes currency as it is impossible to detail the currency effect for Amcor in Q4 2018, although currencies would likely make it worse. Q4 2018 Bemis currency impact was -4.6%, 
H2 2018 Amcor was -3.2%, and Q4 2019 Amcor was -1.2%
(1) Supplemental disclosure (p.13) shows $146m of sales from divested EC and US assets from July 1, 2018 – Dec 31, 2018, so we divide $146m by 2 to get a quarterly estimate. US 

divestiture closed June 17, 2019 and EC divestiture closed Aug 8, 2019 so no adjustment was required for the quarter ended Dec 31, 2019 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000001119919000003/bms-20181231xexhibit99.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/5E8dOASfVAnlb0UB7TReBJ/3be727f1a12c8f6b0ed918e0819104ed/Amcor_2019_Half_Year_Results_Media_Release_-_11_February_2019.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000008/amcor2q2020exhibit991-.htm
https://www.tekni-plex.com/healthcarepackaging/amcor-acquisition/valued-customer-letter/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/08/09/1899736/0/en/Kohlberg-closes-on-acquisition-of-Bemis-Healthcare-Packaging-Europe-Merges-with-Nelipak.html
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Europe Is Under Pressure

Amcor appears to be struggling in Europe, where ~30% of its sales are located. We find evidence that its cash pools fell into a deficit from a 
multi-year surplus. The CEO also claimed the European flexible volumes increased, yet Amcor did not disclose that two Flexible facilities 
were to be shut down in Finland by June 2020. This suggests it has excess capacity in Europe. Reported European sales declined 3% YoY 

in the last three months of 2019. If volumes are increasing as the CEO says, then pricing must have significantly deteriorated. The Euro 
currency rose ~3% during the last quarter of the year, which should have helped Amcor since it reports in US dollars.

C
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Source: Eurofound.org

“The business in Europe, which is, let's say, the purest general Flexibles business that we have at scale, which is a $3 billion-
plus business had good sales growth last year and picked up momentum in the second half. So if anything, that business 
you would say is winning in the market and that's the expectation and it's been the experience as well.”

CEO Delia
FY 2018 Call

Aug 2018

“Simple answer to your first question, yes, volumes grew overall, both in North America and in Europe, which is really 
pleasing because those are our 2 engines in Flexibles, right? Those are 2 big businesses, neither of which are in dynamic 
growth markets, as you pointed out. So if we can get a little bit of growth through volume in those businesses, it's good to see. 
So absolute volume grew in both North America and Europe.”

CEO Delia
H2 2020 Call

Feb 2020

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/emcc/erm/factsheets
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Coronavirus: Amcor Italy Exposure: Part I

Amcor Flexibles Italia S.R.L in Lugo Di Vicenza, which is one hour outside of Venice – a key lockdown zone – generates 
€191m and €15m of sales and profits annually. Per its local filings, it also works with suppliers in China and Korea, two 
other areas impacted heavily by the coronavirus. Amcor just added a new coronavirus risk factor on March 9, 2020.(1)

Source: Italian registry
1) 8-K filing

"Payables to foreign 
suppliers are broken down 
as follows in the following 

countries: Germany (48%), 
China (18%), Czech 

Republic (16%), Poland 
(10%), Spain (2%), 

Republic of Korea (2%), 
and other countries with 

lower percentages for the 
remaining 4%"

Sale Location FY 6/30/18 FY  6/30/19

Italy €27,504,406 €24,741,682

Other EU Countries €105,086,161 €117,280,964

Non-EU Countries €43,060,652 €43,212,438

Other Foreign Countries €4,604,639 €6,151,318

Total €180,255,858 €191,386,402

Workers FY 6/30/18 FY  6/30/19

Senior Executives 11 10

Employees 124 129

Workers 282 285

Total 417 424

https://italianbusinessregister.it/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465920030752/tm2011357d1_8k.htm
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Coronavirus: Amcor Italy Exposure: Part II

Amcor Flexibles Soliera S.R.L in Modena, is directly in an Italian lockdown zone.(1) The entity generates €15m 
and €0.5m of sales and profits annually. 

Source: Italian registry
1) NBC, Millions locked down in Italy as government announces sweeping quarantine

Workers FY 6/30/18 FY  6/30/19

Directors 4 4

Middle Mgmt 3 3

Office Staff 10 11

Workers 23 25

Total 40 43

https://italianbusinessregister.it/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/venice-milan-lockdown-italy-announces-sweeping-quarantine-n1152321
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Latin America Disaster

One area that has certainly struggled is Latin America, falling below expectations dating back to pre-acquisition Bemis. CEO Delia 
touted Bemis’ “leading position” in Brazil, and costs have been continually removed, yet he is now saying the portfolio is 

“complicated” as legal costs escalate.

“Latin America operating profit trended down during the fourth quarter and full-year as compared to last year, driven by the continued challenging 
economic environment in Brazil, that is putting pressure on unit volumes and mix of products sold. Fourth quarter profit performance in our Latin 
America business was in line with our expectations. We have reduced both variable and fixed costs in our Latin America business, which has 
driven profit improvement since the low point during the second quarter of 2017. Conditions are stabilizing in Brazil, and we expect 
improving profitability in '18 and beyond from the actions we have taken.”

Bemis
Q4 2017

Ended Dec

“Turning to Latin America Packaging. Sales and profits were in line with our revised expectations for 2018. Organic sales, which exclude the 
impact of currency, were up 4.5% in 2018, reflecting increased price and mix, partially offset by unit volume decline of 9%, which is primarily driven 
by the laundry detergent packaging volume in Brazil that is converting to another packaging format.

Bemis
Q4 2018 

Ended Dec

“Yes. This relates to the Flexibles business in Latin America and in particular, the legacy Bemis business, which we flagged a few times now. First 
of all, what we are doing -- well, let's set the context first. So before the acquisition closed, the business wasn't performing at a very high level. In the 
quarter or 2 before close, it had deteriorated a bit, lost some sales and ended up in a fiscal fourth quarter last year losing money, which we 
flagged. So -- and we got a hold of the business in mid-June last year. And the first thing that happened was we took a lot of costs out, and we've 
taken headcount way down. We're looking at the footprint as well. So those actions were taken very early on. And the business is improving from a 
profit perspective with each month, so it's absolutely improved quarter-over-quarter. It's actually improving month-over-month from a profit 
perspective despite the fact that the sales take longer to regenerate. It always takes a lot longer to regain sales than it does to lose them. And so in 
addition to the cost actions we've taken, we're working hard on getting the top line back to where it can and should be and has been in the 
past. So that would be the other thing. And then the third thing I would point out is we probably flagged this before, but it's a fairly complicated 
portfolio as we see it. We try to keep things even more focused and more simple. And that business functions, when I say the business, the legacy 
Bemis business in particular, in a number of segments that we haven't historically been in. And so we're taking a close look at that as well. We took 
one step in the first half. We sold out of a joint venture we had to produce tube laminates in Brazil. It's a small business, good business, very good 
business but just not one that we're in anywhere else in the world. And so we sold out of that JV as a step towards simplifying that portfolio a little bit 
further. So it's combination cost and getting the top line going again and making sure we're focused from a portfolio perspective.”

CEO/CFO
ACMR

2H Ended 
Dec 2019

“Sales were lower in Flexibles Latin America and Specialty Cartons. And we continue to improve the cost base in Latin America as well as 
taking steps to reduce the complexity in that business…In Latin America, volumes were 2% higher. However, earnings were lower than the 
prior period as mix was unfavorable and the business benefited from early recovery of cost inflation in Argentina in the 2nd quarter of last year”

AMCR 
CEO In 

Response 
To  

Question 
About 

LATAM 
Costs

Dec 2019

CEO Delia
Deal Call
Aug 2018

“First, there is the resulting global footprint, which is a comprehensive global footprint in the flexible packaging business by bringing together 
Amcor’s leading flexible packaging businesses in Europe, Asia and many parts of Latin America with Bemis’s leading positions in North 
America and Brazil.”
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Lingering Material Weakness

Amcor has had two unresolved material weakness of accounting, disclosure and financial control matters. The Company 
has not resolved the issue over the course of 18 months. Investors should demand more accountability. 

Source: First disclosed 10/29/18 Form S4 and still unresolved as of recent 10-Q 2/11/20

“As previously disclosed under “Item 9A. - Controls and Procedures” in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for our fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2019 filed with the SEC on September 3, 2019, we identified two material weaknesses in our internal control 
over financial reporting during the conversion of our historical AAS financial statements to U.S. GAAP. The first material 
weakness was related to our lack of accounting staff and supervisory personnel with the appropriate level of 
experience in technical accounting in U.S. GAAP and disclosure and filing requirements of a U.S. domestic registrant. 
We also identified a second material weakness arising from deficiencies in the design and operating effectiveness of 
internal controls over the period end reporting process. Specifically, we did not design and maintain effective controls to 
verify that conflicting duties were appropriately segregated within key IT systems used in the preparation and reporting of 
financial information.

Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness 
of our disclosure controls and procedures as of December 31, 2019. The term "disclosure controls and procedures," as defined 
in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), means 
controls and other procedures of a company that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by a 
company in the reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported, within 
the time periods specified in the SEC's rules and forms. Disclosure controls and procedures include, without limitation, controls 
and procedures designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it files or submits
under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to our management, including its principal executive and financial 
officers, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. There are inherent limitations to the 
effectiveness of any system of disclosure controls and procedures, including the possibility of human error and the 
circumvention or overriding of the controls and procedures. Accordingly, even effective disclosure controls and procedures can 
only provide reasonable assurance of achieving their control objectives. Our disclosure controls and procedures are designed 
to provide reasonable assurance of achieving their control objectives.

As a result of the existing material weaknesses noted above, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer 
concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were not effective as of December 31, 2019.”

Material 
Weakness 
Disclosure

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000091205718000436/filename1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
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Unusual Revenue Restatement

Amcor’s financial control issues appear to affect its revenue and cost recognition policies. We find that revenues for 
the six months ended Dec 2018 were revised lower by $2.2m and also don’t match previous Australian filings from H2 

2019 by $6.2m. Cost of goods sold are also off by $1.6m. Amcor made a brief and unusual statement connecting 
interest expense to net sales. 

Source: Amcor H1 2019

Source: Amcor 10Q

Source: Amcor 10Q

“The Company reclassified prior year comparative figures in the condensed consolidated statement of cash flows to conform to 
the current year’s presentation. In addition, the Company reclassified certain prior year comparative figures from interest 
expense to net sales to conform to the current year’s presentation. This change in presentation did not have an impact on the 
Company’s financial condition or operating results.”

Note 1

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/6jk1urvgCL815j9pyAEcYH/794cd51ddb05571408a1e42bd966c4f4/Amcor_2019_Half_Year_Financial_Accounts_-_11_February_2019.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000007/amcor1q2020form10-qxse.htm
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More Financial Anomalies

How is it possible that Amcor cannot correctly account for Bemis’ revenue? In addition, we observe that Amcor is 
now increasing EBIT contribution from Bemis. 

Source: Bemis Q3’18 press release

Source: Amcor Q1’20 press release

Bemis Q3 2018 Financial Results Amcor Shows Bemis Sept 2018 Results In 2019

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000001119918000042/bms-20180930xexhibit99.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919061135/a19-22130_1ex99d1.htm
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Amcor Not Recession Resistant

Though Amcor serves a mix of companies in defensive food, beverage, personal care, tobacco and healthcare industries, it is not 
immune to a potential recession. It will likely experience declining results much greater than the industries it serves. 

Source: Company Filings
1) Per Phlip Morris International
2) Per Japan Tobacco
3) Per Altria

Key Customer or Industry Leader 2008 vs 2009 Sales (or volume where specified)

Hershey 3.2%

Nestle (Organic Volume) 1.9%

Flower Foods (Organic Sales) 0.4%

Tyson Foods -0.6%

Heinz -0.6%

Pepsi Beverages (0% Pepsi Total) -1.0%

L’Oreal -1.1%

Kimberly Clark -1.5%

Unilever -1.7%

Kellogg’s -1.9%

Procter & Gamble (Organic Volume) -2.0%

Hormel -3.3%

Kraft -4.2%

Bemis (ex: acquisition) -7.0% (-8.3%)

Amcor PET Packaging -8.2%

Global Cigarette Volume (1) -1.0%

British Am. Tobacco (Cigarette Volumes inc: Associates) -1.0%

Japan Total Domestic Market Volumes (2) -4.9%

Total U.S. Cigarette Industry Volume (US) (3) -8.0%

http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/irol/14/146476/2009AnnualReport.pdf
https://www.jti.com/sites/default/files/global-files/documents/jti-annual-reports/ar-2009annurep2009.pdf
http://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReportArchive/a/NYSE_MO_2009.pdf


Evidence of A Liquidity Crunch
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Warning: CP Dependence Rising

We observe that Amcor has become more aggressive in its usage and financial presentation of commercial paper (CP). CP is short-
term borrowing, typically for less than 270 days. However, Amcor recently elected to classify all of its CP as a Long-Term Debt, 

claiming it has “an intent to refinance such obligations for the long-term”. This aggressive classification makes Amcor’s liquidity 
appear better than it actually is. Yet, the CP market is generally open only to the strongest companies, with investment grade (IG) 

credit ratings. Amcor’s credit rating is BBB, putting it on the cusp between IG and junk status. If its financial condition worsens, or 
credit markets worsen, Amcor’s access to the CP market could be materially restricted.(1)

Source: Amcor 2019 Annual Report

Source: Amcor H2 20 Financial Results

Having To Borrow Commercial Paper To Pay Down 
Long-Term Debt Is Worrisome. Why Couldn’t Amcor Issue More LT Debt?

“Credit rating — A downgrade in our credit rating could increase our borrowing costs and negatively affect our financial 
condition and results of operations:  In addition to using cash provided by operations, we regularly issue commercial paper to 
meet our short-term liquidity needs. Our credit ratings are important to our ability to issue commercial paper at favorable rates of 
interest. A downgrade in our credit rating could increase the cost of borrowing or the fees associated with our bank credit facility, or 
the credit spread incurred when issuing long-term debt in the capital markets.”

Amcor
Annual 
Report

Risk Factor

Bloomberg: “Credit Market Endures Worst Day in a Decade 
on Virus Rout”, March 6, 2019

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000003/amcor-2019form10xkxjune302.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-06/credit-market-has-worst-day-in-a-decade-as-virus-fuels-selling
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Working Capital Deterioration: Part I

Spruce Point believes that Bemis had much worse working capital than Amcor, and not simply 2x Amcor’s as suggested 
by an analyst. Over the preceding, six quarters prior to deal closing, we calculate Bemis’ working capital to sales ratio 

averaged 13%. Amcor’s working capital was around zero.

Gandler: “Okay, great. And last question. Bemis’ working capital to sales is twice Amcor’s, roughly twice 
Amcor’s. Is there something structural there or is that an opportunity you guys have identified as well?

CEO Delia: “I would say it’s an opportunity we’ve identified as well…. Look, is it going to get to our level? I 
don’t know. But what we see without question, without hesitation is there is the cash synergy opportunity from 
optimising working capital.”

Analyst 
Gandler and 
CEO Delia on 

Working 
Capital

$ in mm
Amcor Pre-Deal Standalone Bemis Pre-Deal Standalone

June 
2017

June 
2018

Dec
2018

Sept 
2018

Dec
2018

March
2019

Trailing 12 Month Revenues (A) $9,101.0 $9,319.1 $9,239.5 $4,090.7 $4,089.9 $4,063.9 

Accounts Receivable $1,405.2 $1,283.5 $1,315.6 $483.1 $443.3 $482.1 

Inventory $1,305.5 $1,358.8 $1,387.0 $627.7 $619.5 $640.1 

Other Current Assets $14.3 $22.7 $24.6 $86.1 $95.7 $100.3 

Total Adjusted Current Assets (B) $2,725.0 $2,665.0 $2,727.2 $1,196.9 $1,158.5 $1,222.5 

Accounts Payable $2,607.9 $2,606.7 $2,472.5 $513.4 $515.9 $465.7 

Accrued Employee Costs -- -- -- $98.3 $94.3 $87.6 

Other Current Liabilities $301.7 $268.1 $238.6 $81.2 $79.4 $94.2 

Total Adjusted Current Liabilities (C) $2,909.6 $2,874.8 $2,711.1 $692.9 $689.6 $647.5 

Adjusted Working Capital (B – C) = D ($184.6) ($209.8) $16.1 $504.0 $468.9 $575.0 

Working Capital % of LTM Sales (D/A) -2.0% -2.3% 0.2% 12.3% 11.5% 14.1%

Source: Amcor and Bemis financials, Spruce Point analysis
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Working Capital Deterioration: Part II 

Spruce Point has always advocated to evaluate corporate working capital excluding cash and equivalents. This is particularly 
important in the case of Amcor given our belief its cash is overstated by inclusion of overdrafts at a minimum. Pre-acquisition, Amcor 
also evaluated working capital ex: cash(1). Post-acquisition, they have not given any calculations, but are claiming it has improved on 

a “like-for-like basis” (whatever that means). By our estimate, working capital to sales has worsened materially.

1) Amcor FY 2018 Annual Report p.10
2) We take the mathematical addition of Amcor/Bemis revenues and working capital balance sheet accounts
3) Amcor reported $215.4m of Bemis revenues from deal closing on June 11, 2019 in its $2.59bn revenue quarter. Given Bemis had flat revenue trends of ~$1bn per quarter, we add an 

incremental $784.1m to Amcor’s June 2019 quarter

“One of the consistent highlights for the business has been our working capital performance. And on a like-for-like basis, the 
working capital to sales ratio has improved by 30 basis points in the half to 10.4%. We will maintain our focus in this area to 
reduce this ratio further over time.”

$mm FY Annual
June 2018 (2)

2018 2019

Sept Dec Mar June (3) Sept Dec

Amcor Quarterly Revenue (I) $9,319.1 $2,262.4 $2,285.4 $2,312.3 $2,596.3 $3,140.7 $3,043.1 

Bemis Quarterly Revenue (II) $4,099.4 $1,026.4 $1,002.8 $1,001.4 $784.1 -- --

Spruce Pt Pro Forma Adjusted Revenue (I+II) $13,418.5 $3,288.8 $3,288.2 $3,313.7 $3,380.4 $3,140.7 $3,043.1 

Trailing 12 Month Adjusted Revenues (A) $13,418.5 -- -- -- $13,271.1 $13,123.0 $12,877.9 

Accounts Receivable $1,764.3 -- -- -- $1,864.3 $1,789.5 $1,669.1 

Inventory $1,974.6 -- -- -- $1,953.8 $1,874.4 $1,891.8 

Prepaid Expenses $116.9 -- -- -- $374.3 $418.1 $452.9 

Total Adjusted Current Assets (B) $3,855.8 -- -- -- $4,192.4 $4,082.0 $4,013.8 

Accounts Payable $3,091.0 -- -- -- $2,303.4 $1,891.9 $2,075.8 

Accrued Employee Costs $78.9 -- -- -- $378.4 $343.9 $314.4 

Other Current Liabilities $356.4 -- -- -- $1,044.9 $1,286.0 $1,020.0 

Total Adjusted Current Liabilities (C) $3,526.3 -- -- -- $3,726.7 $3,521.8 $3,410.2 

Adjusted Working Capital (B – C) = D $329.5 -- -- -- $465.7 $560.2 $603.6 

Working Capital % of LTM Sales (D/A) 2.5% -- -- -- 3.5% 4.3% 4.7%

CFO
Casamento

Feb 11, 2020
Conf Call

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/5QC49Nau3eemKYmoSUaI0Q/b74d01431fc11b838489e3e89458f6c9/Amcor_FY18_Full_Year_Financial_Report.pdf
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Working Capital Deterioration: Part III

We also have carefully evaluated Amcor’s Days Sales Outstanding (DSOs) pre and post-deal closing. 
We find it concerning that on a pro-forma basis, Amcor’s DSOs are rising moderately higher than expected on a 

pre-deal standalone basis.(1)

Source: Amcor Financials and Spruce Point Analysis
* Deal closed June 11, 2019 
1) Based on a 70% / 30% Amcor / Bemis contribution ratio, DSOs should be approximately 49 days
2) The deal closed in the June 2019 quarter. We normalize Bemis’ $215.9m sales contribution to $1.0bn, consistent with the trend of no quarterly growth 
3) Calculated as LTM Normalized Sales / LTM Normalized Average Accounts Receivable

$ in mm

Amcor Pre-Deal Standalone Bemis Pre-Deal Standalone Pro Forma Bemis / Amcor

June 
2017

June 
2018

Dec
2018

Sept 
2018

Dec
2018

March
2019

June 
2019*

Sept
2019

Dec 
2019

Trailing LTM Normalized Sales (2) $9,101.0 $9,319.1 $9,239.5 $4,090.7 $4,089.9 $4,063.9 $13,271.1 $13,123.0 $12,877.9 

Accounts Receivable $1,405.2 $1,283.5 $1,315.6 $483.1 $443.3 $482.1 $1,864.3 $1,789.5 $1,669.1 

Days Sales Outstanding (3) 56.4 52.7 51.3 42.7 42.5 42.4 49.4 50.2 50.2
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Cash Is Not What It Appears

Amcor changed its presentation of cash post-closing of the transaction. We observe Amcor has been increasing usage of cash 
overdrafts (up from $4m, $78m to $103m in the past 3yrs), a sign of financial strain in our view. Cash overdrafts should be 
netted against total cash. Amcor used to present this correctly in 2018. However, post-deal closing, Amcor no longer nets 

overdrafts. We believe this is a clear overstatement, and obscures its liquidity and financial condition. Amcor doesn’t disclose 
its overdraft on a quarterly basis, or separately report changes in overdraft through its financing section as required by FASB.

Source: 2018 Amcor Annual Report p.61

Source: 2019 Amcor Results Press Release
1) Overdrafts increased to $102.5m as disclosed in Amcor’s footnote 13 of its 2019 Annual Report 

Pre-Acquisition 
Reporting Nets 

Overdrafts 
From Cash

Post-
Acquisition 

Overdrafts Are 
Obscured

“In February 2019, the Company opened bank accounts and incurred fees totaling $34. There has been no other activity in the accounts in 
the period resulting in bank overdrafts in the amount of the fees. As such, the overdrafts have been recorded within Short-term debt and the 
corresponding expenses have been recorded within General and administrative expenses.”  (10-Q 3/31/19)

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/Ry9ogH9cQemqGA800oiGE/cbcc6bef0d76b79be2a227dfc13a7e87/Amcor_Annual_Report_2018.PDF
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919046660/a19-17395_1ex99d1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919028242/a19-8886_110q.htm
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Restricted Cash And Flawed Presentation

We believe Amcor’s Statement of Cash Flow does not comply with FASB guidelines as it does not show restricted cash 
movements. Amcor also buried a disclosure in Note 16 that it has deposited cash with a Brazilian court to defend a 

case. How can this not be considered restricted cash?

“The Company's operations in Brazil are involved in various governmental assessments, principally related to claims for excise and 
income taxes. The Company does not believe that the ultimate resolution of these matters will materially impact the Company's
consolidated results of operations, financial position or cash flows. Under customary local regulations, the Company's Brazilian 
subsidiaries may need to post cash or other collateral if a challenge to any administrative assessment proceeds to the Brazilian
court system; however, the level of cash or collateral already pledged or potentially required to be pledged would not significantly impact 
the liquidity of Amcor. At December 31, 2019 and June 30, 2019As of December 31, 2019, Amcor provided letters of credit of $43.6
million and deposited cash of $13.5 million with the courts to continue to defend the cases.”  (10-Q 12/31/19, Note 16)

“The amendments in this Update require that a statement of cash flows explain the change during the period in the total of 
cash, cash equivalents, and amounts generally described as restricted cash or restricted cash equivalents. Therefore, amounts 
generally described as restricted cash and restricted cash equivalents should be included with cash and cash equivalents when

reconciling the beginning-of-period and end-of-period total amounts shown on the statement of cash flows. The amendments in 
this Update do not provide a definition of restricted cash or restricted cash equivalents.” (Source: FASB)

Financial 
Accounting 

Standards Board 
Requires 

Companies To 
Disclose 

Restricted Cash

A Disclosure 
Related To Cash 
Deposited With 

A Brazilian Court

Amcor’s Cash 
Flow Statement 

Is Not Compliant 
With FASB 

Guidance As It 
Does Not Show 

Changes In 
Restricted Cash

Source: Apple 10-Q

Source: Amcor 10-Q

Amcor’s CF Statement: No Restricted Cash Apple As Example, Includes Restricted Cash

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
https://asc.fasb.org/imageRoot/15/98552915.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/320193/000032019320000010/a10-qq1202012282019.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
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Tangible New Evidence of 
Amcor’s Cash Liquidity Challenges

On Jan 28, 2020, Amcor filed a report for its significant European investment holding company subsidiary that provides a snapshot 
of its performance at FY end June 30, 2019. Despite the CEO offering expectations of “winning” in Europe at the beginning of the
year, we find that profits were down materially. Even worse, we find that Amcor’s cash pool swung from a surplus of €62.7m to a 

deficit of -€34.4m. This supports our opinion that Amcor appears to be facing a liquidity crunch. Subsequently, it was reported that 
Amcor Flexibles would shut two plants in Finland, though this was never disclosed to investors in SEC filings.(1)

Source: 2019 Amcor European Investment Holdings Limited Annual Report

Cash Shortfall 
From EUR62M 

Surplus To 
EUR34M Deficit

“The business in Europe, which is, let's say, the purest general Flexibles business that we have at scale, which is a $3 
billion-plus business had good sales growth last year and picked up momentum in the second half. So if anything, that 
business you would say is winning in the market and that's the expectation and it's been the experience as well.”

Profits Down 
Materially From 

EUR60M To 
EUR46M

CEO Delia
FY 2018 

Earnings Call
Aug 2018

Cash Surplus In 
The Prior Year 

2017 of 
EUR 27M

Source: 2018 Amcor European Investment Holdings Limited Annual Report

1) Jellypages.com: Food packaging manufacturer Amcor will close two factories, fire almost 200 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/qkAK3RRdTqhFX5Q6r3S3zCYHFUkMjOublgv4_VlkLkE/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3NL5KAIID%2F20200222%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200222T134228Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEH0aCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJHMEUCIFw%2FXOe7wO4TawSSBn4Hl5BkO5vccYQqk78vXLOuK8J9AiEA6shVWw1DySig1y6oQSbGXszaouUaJ95mmWiYSiaM8gAqtAMIRhACGgw0NDkyMjkwMzI4MjIiDIpDHciInaptvlNUxSqRA%2BKHXks5qJQF8LKLKZNj00cqCjT2b1ESBwBa%2BtiK7vid9iWlgoZmLXZk7I8HW56uPwHinQeCKa0sk6dm8lHVfMIY0Tdd7JTULuzuICoDCaef5EwMOScKzaoh%2F0IT7nIavr9soDGWg3wrXZ6W5x7cNwwtOdXtKz%2FZkSM%2Faakot6pvsVWAuqc4hPmiKtWgCqo1mVsVNGQFZ7jsG%2Bw9rTOMIF77mMrONSPQfsDcfWFJ0kPLIqpCkhd0Bltegu9JUwEqsdFsRuF34JHSYdCjf%2F6MMB4X1353kalR2VFB%2Be6c2gr5IDWs5tm3MhhFYHV7%2FoNEe6%2BiRyNyuHnDVbXi2hzyfEJ7p9qVlOw%2FybMmi2sTgwOk%2B0qiUwyuepi7zoJjFNd7b%2BgK%2B5OeASQkAFUxfqR5mx2x9mXKo6pR%2FbzLMx0QIrorQOxt3kGrW5P6uvSyyzv33POWxBydL14jvilh4suwK8FR0vJYtoPwhy8%2B5OitST5oWN4EIekV1CvOe48rVPzv70Z4w3ouJqtIp7gf3Rw6PIoXMIm%2BxPIFOusBfbXe%2FQEY6jxcUvEds7Ls8RhbyhGnpM67yML0VN%2BhsS92mXZCeC%2BzGLIFbz6bCM1rg2RWoNE3UZzYrMpl9gBwFnWTgKWaznzTUnwEcbKyefpd%2BAsKoefi3TpHBVyiH7wau%2FvzaLSqVn6U716gX439%2BETqNW%2FOmMi8fw6yc9%2FNO26ZK4pSbRb3yf0kVEUA4vH%2Bz3xLWuahtTqdrc8bJE6NaDWBmdNEkXqItXybS%2BY7mZnw%2Ftt83J%2FPHzkw8ZvgBbOgywKPAtdRu69W45ATPl5JBuVn2vJB4EA%2FBK3C%2F90CCvTeQXxDrQDXSRD%2FdA%3D%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=390888ee94d78afb3e2467e2f59e5a6ae7279c6a4607ca24b4ce3d0bd4f4ae3d
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/zzRsz8eDpIvS6ZYG8bFCHV5ss0GzB_yC4Gn4DPK5mnI/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3NL5KAIID%2F20200222%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200222T135701Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEH0aCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJHMEUCIFw%2FXOe7wO4TawSSBn4Hl5BkO5vccYQqk78vXLOuK8J9AiEA6shVWw1DySig1y6oQSbGXszaouUaJ95mmWiYSiaM8gAqtAMIRhACGgw0NDkyMjkwMzI4MjIiDIpDHciInaptvlNUxSqRA%2BKHXks5qJQF8LKLKZNj00cqCjT2b1ESBwBa%2BtiK7vid9iWlgoZmLXZk7I8HW56uPwHinQeCKa0sk6dm8lHVfMIY0Tdd7JTULuzuICoDCaef5EwMOScKzaoh%2F0IT7nIavr9soDGWg3wrXZ6W5x7cNwwtOdXtKz%2FZkSM%2Faakot6pvsVWAuqc4hPmiKtWgCqo1mVsVNGQFZ7jsG%2Bw9rTOMIF77mMrONSPQfsDcfWFJ0kPLIqpCkhd0Bltegu9JUwEqsdFsRuF34JHSYdCjf%2F6MMB4X1353kalR2VFB%2Be6c2gr5IDWs5tm3MhhFYHV7%2FoNEe6%2BiRyNyuHnDVbXi2hzyfEJ7p9qVlOw%2FybMmi2sTgwOk%2B0qiUwyuepi7zoJjFNd7b%2BgK%2B5OeASQkAFUxfqR5mx2x9mXKo6pR%2FbzLMx0QIrorQOxt3kGrW5P6uvSyyzv33POWxBydL14jvilh4suwK8FR0vJYtoPwhy8%2B5OitST5oWN4EIekV1CvOe48rVPzv70Z4w3ouJqtIp7gf3Rw6PIoXMIm%2BxPIFOusBfbXe%2FQEY6jxcUvEds7Ls8RhbyhGnpM67yML0VN%2BhsS92mXZCeC%2BzGLIFbz6bCM1rg2RWoNE3UZzYrMpl9gBwFnWTgKWaznzTUnwEcbKyefpd%2BAsKoefi3TpHBVyiH7wau%2FvzaLSqVn6U716gX439%2BETqNW%2FOmMi8fw6yc9%2FNO26ZK4pSbRb3yf0kVEUA4vH%2Bz3xLWuahtTqdrc8bJE6NaDWBmdNEkXqItXybS%2BY7mZnw%2Ftt83J%2FPHzkw8ZvgBbOgywKPAtdRu69W45ATPl5JBuVn2vJB4EA%2FBK3C%2F90CCvTeQXxDrQDXSRD%2FdA%3D%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=92beb85227f97becbefc1da4f62c417a398f9fbdb1092afebb195bb9c376508a
https://www.jellypages.com/politics/Food-packaging-manufacturer-Amcor-will-close-a-factory-you-a-shield-for-the-exhibition-and-Lieksa-almost-200-to-get-fired-h95606.html
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Cash Control Concerns

We have serious concerns that Amcor is restating interest income amounts. This suggests cash control 
issues, and casts the reliability of Amcor’s reported cash on its balance sheet in doubt. 

Source: Amcor H1 report

Source: Amcor 10-Q

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/6jk1urvgCL815j9pyAEcYH/794cd51ddb05571408a1e42bd966c4f4/Amcor_2019_Half_Year_Financial_Accounts_-_11_February_2019.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001748790/bc83de55-10f9-4d36-833e-5e53a6068976.pdf
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Cash Taken At Face Value

Data providers have taken Amcor’s cash at face value and do not adjust, or at least discuss, the presence of bank 
overdrafts or legal deposits that might restrict cash. This leads to incorrect conclusions about Amcor’s liquidity. 

Bloomberg

Yahoo!
Finance

Capital IQ

Jefferies 
Research

Feb 2020

Morgan 
Stanley

Research

Feb 2020

JP Morgan
Research

Feb 2020

Data Providers Equity Analysts
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Case Study I: XPO And Why Bank 
Overdrafts Are Usually A Big Warning Sign

Recall that Spruce Point called out XPO and its poor disclosures about overdrafts as a signal that it appeared to be 
facing financial strain. XPO subsequently announced the loss of Amazon, a major customer, and its decision to seek 

alternatives to potentially split up the Company.(1,2)

1) XPO Explores Strategic Alternatives  (WSJ)
2) XPO Top Customer Pulls Back, Amazon Suspected (Reuters) 
3) XPO’s Chief Accounting Officer left Nov 2016 according to his LinkedIn biography. Chief Legal Officer resigned 2/12/17, 8-K

Source: XPO’s 2016 10-K

Source: XPO’s 2017 10-K

XPO Regularly 
Tapped Bank 

Overdrafts

XPO Stopped 
Providing 
Additional 

Balance Sheet 
Disclosure After 
FY 2016 When 

Key Executives 
Resigned(3)

https://www.wsj.com/articles/xpo-logistics-explores-strategic-alternatives-for-business-units-11579129901
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-xpo-logistics-amazon-com/xpo-logistics-top-customer-pulls-back-amazon-suspected-idUSKCN1Q425V
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kent-renner-1779314/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000116600317000015/form8k01302017.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000162828017001912/xpo201610-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000116600318000022/xpo201710-k.htm
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Case Study II: Maxar Technologies And 
Bank Overdraft Warning Signs

Source:  Maxar 2017 Annual Report

Maxar Technologies Stock Performance

Spruce Point Warns

$383 million 
Asset Impairment

COO departs

Recall that Spruce Point called out Maxar Technologies and its use of bank overdrafts which started in 2015. This 
foreshadowed subsequent challenges in its satellite business, eventual collapse and write-down of assets. 

Overdrafts Begin

http://s22.q4cdn.com/683266634/files/doc_financials/annual/Maxar-Annual-Report-2017-Final-R1%5b4%5d.pdf
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/maxar-technologies-ltd/
http://investor.maxar.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2018/Maxar-Technologies-Announces-Retirement-of-Chief-Operations-Officer-Tim-Hascall/default.aspx
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Case Study III: MDC Partners And Bank 
Overdraft Warning Signs

MDC Partners reported frequent bank overdrafts before shares collapsed, and an SEC investigation commenced. 
Its CEO and Chief Accounting Officer were ultimately replaced.

Source:  MDC Partners 2016  10-K

MDC Partners Announces Final SEC Settlement, Jan 19, 2017
 Formed a special committee to conduct and independent forensic review
 Replaced its CEO and Chief Accounting Officer
 Added new independent directors
 Added new internal control policies

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/876883/000087688317000004/mdca-20161231x10k.htm
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/mdc-partners-announces-final-sec-settlement-order-300392907.html
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Overdraft Benchmarking

Amcor’s usage of bank overdrafts has increased as a percentage of sales, even in a period where its sales 
have not been growing rapidly. 

1) Partial period when Bemis was closed June 11th
Note:  MDC Partners only disclosed changes in overdraft and not period end figures

$ in millions

Maxar 
Technologies XPO Logistics AMCOR

Dec
2016

Dec
2015

Dec
2016

June 
2017

June
2018

June
2019

(1)

Trailing LTM Sales $1,286 $7,623 $14,619 $9,101 $9,319 $9,458 

Overdraft $17.9 $11.0 $29.5 $3.8 $78.7 $102.5

% of Sales 1.4% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.8% 1.1%

Increasing Use And Strain



Investing In A Merger Based On 
Cost Synergies Isn’t A Great Thesis
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Aggressive Cost Synergies Assumptions

Amcor’s projected synergies as a percentage of pro forma sales and EBITDA are the highest relative to recent paper and 
packaging transactions over $1 billion, and significantly higher than the peer set average. 

Therefore, we view management’s cost synergy targets as aggressive, which poses above average risk to investors that 
synergies fall short of plan.

Announcement
Date Target Acquirer Pre-Tax Cost

Synergies

Synergies As
% of Pro Forma 

Sales

Synergies As
% of Pro Forma 

EBITDA

1/24/2017 Multi Packaging Solutions Westrock $85 0.54% 3.55% 

4/2/2018 Coveris Americas Transcontinental $20 0.61% 3.18% 

12/20/2018 Caraustar Industries Greif $45 0.85% 6.15% 

1/29/2018 KapStone 
Paper & Packaging Westrock $200 1.07% 7.21% 

10/24/2017 International Paper NA 
Consumer Packaging Graphic Packaging $75 1.25% 8.11% 

3/8/2019 RPC Group Berry Global $150 1.28% 7.94% 

Average 0.93% 6.02%

8/6/2018 Bemis Amcor $180 1.34% 9.43% 

Source: Company filings and press releases

$ in millions
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Expert Call On Amcor’s Cost Program

We spoke with a former employee familiar with Amcor’s North American procurement and cost savings initiatives. We 
heard a first hand opinion that the Company is aggressive with suppliers, and has already picked “low hanging fruit” 

on the Amcor side of the business over the years. In addition we learned through second hand conversation that 
innovation was difficult at Amcor through a long product development process. 

“One of the systems they have actually, I would say it’s an initiative that really expanded and became very big. Is called procure plus 
solely focused around cost savings and they have multiple teams that work created around that. And you are responsible for managing 
cost savings and finding cost savings opportunities. It means each plant should have some sort of cost savings opportunity or you know, 
your key strategic suppliers have to deliver cost savings to meet the goal after several years. In my personal opinion, I thought this 
became, very challenging because you cannot continue to save, you know, 10% or whatever percent was it just say on average 10 to 15% 
year over year when you already picked up all the low hanging fruit…..especially when you merge with a company and your supplier base, 
is very fragmented where you have a lot of mom and pop regional supplier shops that you have to figure out how to consolidate into larger 
companies. And sometimes it's not really possible because they manufacture very unique, small things. But we forced suppliers, with a 
very serious extended payment terms, 90 days and some small suppliers just have a very, very difficult time with that. So I personally 
didn't like that approach, but that was the company direction.(1) The cost savings program became very strenuous for a lot of people. I'm 
not saying bad things about them or that it’s not a a great company, but at some point you have to be reasonable in what to expect. There 
is only so much monetary flexibility suppliers are willing to give you.”

When 
Asked 

About The 
Cost 

Culture At 
Amcor

“What I also know on the new product development, because I worked with a few engineers, and kind of became friends and went out to 
lunch so I can hear their challenges. And they said that when we launched a new bottle, it just takes forever to get it to the market. Just the 
process internal process was so broken that it takes forever. And, a lot of customers don't want to wait for that. You know, you go and do 
all this and we're talking about, for example, like little shampoos or lotions, new bottles like that or maybe promotional drinks. You know, 
you have to have something for Halloween, you'd have to get something for Christmas and maybe Easter at Amcor, you'd have to develop 
them like two years in advance to get it to market. And, because we have to test it, they can do the drawing, but the testing piece on the 
equipment, it was most challenging for them to make sure that bottle actual works and tweaking and tweaking and tweaking, was
constant. So I think that's a drawback for Amcor to get actually the new type of revolutionary bottle that the customer wants, and they want 
them quick. Amcor just struggled with that.”

When 
Asked 

About The 
Innovation 

Culture

(1) Amcor’s days payable outstanding is currently 92 days per Blomberg
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Failed Promise: Regulatory Matters

Amcor’s CEO assured investors it received “good advice” and it didn’t expect any issues from a regulatory perspective 
from the transaction. Unfortunately, both the European Commission and The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) 

disagreed, and required Amcor to divest assets.

Source: Amcor press release

“No. Short answer is no. We’ve got a lot of experience navigating through all of that. We got good advice, 
good advisors and we don’t expect any issues there.”CEO 

Response

The Reality:

The EC Required 
Divestment of 
Three Bemis 

Plants In The UK 
And Ireland

“Do you expect any competition concerns out of any regions? And I think probably allude to Latin America more 
than the other regions. But do you expect to have to divest any assets in the case of any regulator issues?”

Owen Birrell
Analyst, 

Goldman Sachs

The Reality:

The U.S. DOJ 
Brought Civil 
Charges And 

Required 
Divestment of 

Three Facilities

Source: DOJ press release

https://www.amcor.com/about/media-centre/news/european-commission-approval-received-for-amcor-and-bemis-transaction
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-requires-amcor-divest-medical-flexible-packaging-assets-order-proceed
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Deal Costs Expectations

We believe there are significant cost over-runs in the Amcor / Bemis transaction. In particular, the Company forecasted 
$125m of transaction costs.

16. Compensation costs comprise Bemis employee entitlement and retention costs and transaction costs reflect acquisition costs, such as advisory, legal and accounting expenses.
17. Estimated costs to be incurred up to the Scheme Meeting on 2 May 2019.

Note: GST = Goods and Services Tax which Amcor later says, “It is anticipated that New Amcor will maintain ISE status and the New Amcor board intends to conduct the business 
of the combined company such that no GST will be incurred by New Amcor.”

“Integration, compensation and transaction costs are substantial. The costs to implement the Transaction are substantial and 
include estimated integration costs of US$150 million, approximately US$65 million of compensation costs and 
approximately US$125 million of transaction costs16(excluding GST). Both integration and transaction cash costs are 
expected to be broadly offset by savings in capital expenditure and working capital over a similar time period (refer to Sections 
10.3.2 and 10.3.3 of this report). A significant portion of transaction costs (US$45 million17) will be incurred by Amcor (stand-alone) 
regardless of whether the Transaction is implemented.”

Amcor Scheme 
Booklet

March 13, 2019

Amcor anticipates the following costs as a result of the Transaction:

• integration costs (i.e. to achieve synergies) of approximately US$150 million, which are expected to be predominantly incurred 
in the first two years following the close of the Transaction, and

• compensation and transaction costs comprising approximately US$65 million of compensation costs (including Bemis 
employee entitlement and retention costs) and approximately US$125 million of transaction costs (including acquisition costs,
such as advisory, legal and accounting expenses)(excluding GST), which are expected to be predominantly incurred in the first
year following the close of the Transaction.

These cash costs are expected to be broadly offset by working capital and capital expenditure savings over a similar time frame

Amcor Scheme 
Booklet

Section: 10.3.2

March 13, 2019
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Deal Costs Reality: Exploding

Recall from an earlier slide, the expectation of “approximately US$125 million of transaction costs” related to the Bemis 
deal were stated by Amcor. However, per our estimate, more than $200 million of costs have been incurred. 

With costs 60% higher than forecasted, this appears to be more than just a casual oversight. 
Even with two unplanned divestitures netting ~$610m (and assuming a very high estimate of $12m for transaction costs 

or 2% of deal value) there are still significant unplanned and unaccounted for costs. 

$ in millions FY 2019
(A)

H1 2020
(B)

Total
(A+B)

Bemis Transaction Costs $133.7 $67.0 $200.7

Source:

Note 3
Full Year Report
lists $133.7m of 

“Bemis Transaction 
Related Costs”

Note 1 Half Year Report
We deduct the $45m 
of integration costs 
from $112m of total 

transaction and 
integration costs 

Source: Amcor financial filings, Spruce Point Analysis
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Cost Synergies…Right?

The CEO touted cost synergies in G&A heavily while selling the transaction. Yet, as evidenced by the audit fees pre-
and post-acquisition, costs soared beyond what investors should have expected. Bemis ($4.4m) + Amcor ($7.9m) 
standalone = $12.3m  vs. the actual amount of $20.8m. Granted some additional costs were assumed for one-time 

services for the registration filings, but we fail to see how this could amount to an additional $8.5m of costs.  

Source: Amcor proxy statement Source: Bemis proxy statement

“And then the third source of cost synergies is in G&A. And I want to just repeat something I said earlier, and there is an 
element of conservatism here because we’ve excluded the commercial side of the business for the purposes of assessing 
the opportunity here. We’ve gone at a very detailed level through the duplication in corporate costs that arises when two 
public companies come together and the duplication and operational costs associated with running regional businesses 
in two separate companies. And we’ve been able to pencil out exactly what that opportunity represents.”

CEO Dalia
Deal Call
Aug 2018

Bemis Audit Fees Amcor Audit Fees 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000130817918000074/lbms2018_def14a.htm
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Were Synergies Misrepresented?

From the deal onset, Amcor talked about $180 million of cost synergies. The SEC even questioned the Company about  
its free cash flow representation that included synergies, but excluded costs to achieve them.(1)

Recent presentations now include a footnote. 

Source: Amcor/Bemis Deal Presentation (Aug 2018) 
1. SEC Comment Letter: March 6, 2019

“Now the team at Bemis and Amcor have worked together to identify and evaluate the cost synergies related to this combination and on slide 14 
we've laid out some of the details related to those synergies. Based on this work together we’re confident in being able to generate $180 
million in cost synergies. This is around 4-5% of Bemis’s sales. And our experience in carrying out over 20 acquisitions in the last five years in 
Amcor indicates to us that’s the right level for a complementary combination like this one. And I’d like to highlight a couple of other points related 
to synergies. Firstly, we do not intend to pursue synergies through a reduction in sales and marketing or R&D costs. And as you’ve heard from 
both of us we view this as a very significant source of value and we want to protect the commercial side of the business. Secondly the savings 
are incremental to current cost savings and operational improvement initiatives underway, in particular Bemis’s agility programme. So these 
synergy benefits are additive. And finally, the $180 million includes cost synergies only. We have a great track record delivering acquisition 
synergies and of course we [inaudible] our performance target. In addition, we've not factored any addition revenue synergies into the transaction 
metrics, so we see a couple of big areas of upside from here.”

From The Onset, 
CEO 

Ron Delia Touted 
Gross Cost 
Synergies

Aug 6, 2018

The fine print now says 
“Net” Cost Synergies

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000000000019004085/filename1.pdf
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R&D Also Appears Misguided

At deal announcement, Amcor was adamant that cost synergies would not entail R&D reductions, and it touted its $115m 
combined R&D spend as part of its “enhanced financial profile”. Yet, now the CEO is saying that its R&D infrastructure is 
“a little bit uneven”. Based on our analysis, we observe that R&D spend is down materially from $115m to $83m (-28%). 

Amcor just pulled forward its synergy expectation in 2020 by $15m, but can this be trusted in light of our findings?

Deal Call
Aug 6, 2018

AMCR FY 
Earnings Call

CEO
Sept 6, 2018 

“There's no fundamental change in our level of R&D 
spending. It's on the contrary; if anything, we've 
probably spent a bit more.”

“Firstly, we do not intend to pursue synergies through a 
reduction in sales and marketing or R&D costs.”

AMCR FY 
Earnings Call

CEO
Nov 19, 2019

“Firstly, the R&D infrastructure that will really help us 
turbocharge the product development efforts is a little 
bit uneven. We've got more infrastructure in certain parts of 
the world than others. By infrastructure, I mean customer 
prototype and design centers, pilot equipment, et cetera.”

$ in millions

Pre-Acquisition 
Bemis

6M Ended
12/31/18

(A)

Pre-Acquisition
Amcor

6M Ended
12/31/18

(B)

Pro Forma 
Bemis/Amcor

6M Ended
12/31/18
(A+B)=C

Bemis
3/31/19

(D)

Amcor/Bemis
12M Ended

6/30/19
(E)

Amcor
6M Ended
12/31/19

(F)

LTM
12/31/19

=D+E+F-C
(1)

R&D Expense $18.6 $31.5 $50.1 $9.7 $64.0 $49.4 $73.0 ($82.5)

Source: Amcor and Bemis SEC Filings, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Amcor’s 6M Ended 12/31/18 figures in its recent SEC 10-Q and were revised modestly up by $1.3m and used in the analysis
Note: Analysis is difficult to account for the impact of the U.S. and Europe divestitures. However, assuming $284m of divested sales and a similar R&D margin, the effect is only $2.5m of spend 
(1) Analysis doesn’t account for incremental Bemis R&D expense from the stub period of April 1 – June 10th 2019 before deal close, which we estimate at $9.5m, or close to Q1’19 above

Spruce Point 
Estimated  

LTM 
R&D Spend

AMCR 2H’20
Earnings
Feb 2020

“Synergy benefits are now expected to reach approximately 
$80 million (pre-tax) in fiscal 2020 (previously $65 million).”



Capex Shortfall And Organic Growth 
Linked And Point To Substantial 
Slow Down
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Detailed Look At Capex Discussion

Based on a forensic review of Amcor and Bemis’ statements on capex, we believe it is materially underspending either 
to boost near-term cash flow, or in support of our view, that its business is in rapid organic decline.

“David, we have been spending at just a tad above D&A. And this year in 2018, we’ve brought it down significantly below D&A. Primarily in North America, 
we have been reinvesting to recapitalise older pieces of equipment. So, we have put in a new piece of equipment that takes the volume and has the 
throughput and output of four pieces of equipment. We send those four pieces of equipment to the scrap, take the cost out recapitalise with new. We’ve done 
that over the last few years. In 2018, we backed off and we are absorbing that incremental throughput and output that we’ve put in over the last few years. 
So, we’re down in the CAPEX cycle based on the fact that we have been recapitalising North America.”

Bemis 
CEO

Deal Call
Aug 2018

Amcor
CEO Delia
Deal Call
Aug 2018

David 
Errington
Analyst

Aug 2018

“David, I just want to come back to the point about capital because I just wanted to mention the comment that I made. This is a business that combined will 
have $9 billion in flexible packaging sales, globally. And typically, in these businesses, you’d spend about 4% of sales each year on capital, right? So, 
the math would suggest $350 million to $400 million of CAPEX. In a period of intense integration activity like this, you may spend $50 million, $60 
million, $70 million less for the first couple of years each year. That still means the business is spending 3.5% of sales, which is a healthy amount 
in any context, but we believe conservatively more than offsets the cost to integrate the two businesses and realise the synergies. That was our experience 
with the Alcan acquisition.”

“Okay. Where are you at – and where would Bemis be at in terms of its CAPEX cycle? You mentioned that there is CAPEX savings to be had because you’ve 
been focused on integration. But how much have they spent in recent years etc. on their plant that would allow you the luxury of not spending extra CAPEX to 
get them up to the state that you want them to be in? And that would cause a drain on sales. So, can you give a bit of an overview on where you see them at 
their CAPEX cycle and whether this integration could actually be a potential risk where you’re not spending the capital where you should be?”

“Yeah. Salvator, we were right on target with where we've expected to be with our CapEx plans in 2018, we didn't delay any major projects. If you go back 
2015, 2016, 2017, we brought in a lot of new capital. So, in 2018, we slowed a little bit because we wanted to absorb that capital that we had put in. And as 
we go forward, you should continue to think about the capital plans here as one-times D&A. So, we're talking somewhere between the $150 million to 
$180 million level of CapEx as you go forward.”

Bemis 
CEO

Q4’18 Call
Jan 2019

Analyst
Bemis 

Q4’18 Call

“Hi, guys. So, firstly, I wanted to ask a little bit about the CapEx, it seems it was a little bit lighter than expected this year and I wanted to understand a little 
bit, were there any projects that were delayed or anything else going on there and is there kind of any indication of where CapEx is expected to go in 2019?”

“And we invest at about depreciation level in terms of CapEx or, call it, 4% of sales.”
CEO Delia
Citi Conf
Dec 2019

“I think previously, you talked about D&A being similar to CapEx in the kind of $450 million range. It looks like after stripping out the amortization from deals, 
it was only $96 million in 2Q and kind of ran just a little bit north of $200 million in the first half.”

Analyst
H2’20 Call
Feb 2020

“Look, yes, typically, we would spend CapEx kind of in line with depreciation, so around that $450 million mark. We're a little behind that in the first half, 
just slightly behind. I think that's pretty typical when you're doing an integration of the size that we're doing with Bemis. We'd expect that we're going to be 
there or thereabouts by the full year at this stage, might be slightly lower, but that's what you should expect to see.”

CEO Delia 
Response
Feb 2020
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Easy To Refute Amcor’s Capex Claims

Amcor’s CEO proclaimed on the deal announcement call that spending 3.5% of sales on capex is “a healthy amount in any 
context”.  Yet, when we sanity check his statement by benchmarking recent capex spending by industry peers, we find his 
statement hard to justify on any grounds. We analyzed industry capex spending over the past four years and find average 

spending to be in the range of 5.5%. Only 2 of 15 companies spend less than 4% and only none spend less than 3.5%.

$ in mm

Sales Capital Expenditures Capital Expenditures / Sales

2016 2017 2018 LTM
2019 2016 2017 2018 LTM

2019 2016 2017 2018 LTM
2019

Sonoco Products (SON) $4,782.9 $5,036.7 $5,390.9 $5,374.2 $195.2 $188.9 $192.6 $198.3 4.1% 3.8% 3.6% 3.7% 

Crown Holdings (CCK) $8,284.0 $8,698.0 $11,151.0 $11,665.0 $473.0 $498.0 $462.0 $432.0 5.7% 5.7% 4.1% 3.7%

Sealed Air (SEE) $4,211.3 $4,461.6 $4,732.7 $4,791.1 $275.7 $183.8 $168.6 $189.9 6.5% 4.1% 3.6% 4.0%

Berry Global (BERY) $6,489.0 $7,095.0 $7,869.0 $9,722.0 $288.0 $269.0 $336.0 $472.0 4.4% 3.8% 4.3% 4.9%

Graphic Packaging (GPK) $4,298.1 $4,405.6 $6,029.4 $6,160.0 $278.6 $240.9 $378.8 $330.9 6.5% 5.5% 6.3% 5.4%

Silgan (SLGN) $3,612.9 $4,089.9 $4,448.9 $4,489.9 $191.9 $174.4 $191.0 $231.5 5.3% 4.3% 4.3% 5.2%

Ball Corp (BLL) $9,061.0 $10,983.0 $11,635.0 $11,474.0 $606.0 $556.0 $816.0 $598.0 6.7% 5.1% 7.0% 5.2%

Int'l Paper (IP) $19,495.0 $21,743.0 $23,306.0 $22,376.0 $1,348.0 $1,391.0 $1,572.0 $1,276.0 6.9% 6.4% 6.7% 5.7%

Mayr Melnhof (MMK) $2,515.5 $2,639.9 $2,761.1 $2,818.8 $168.5 $170.3 $153.5 $163.6 6.7% 6.5% 5.6% 5.8%

Huhtamaki (HUH) $3,171.1 $3,376.4 $3,665.7 $3,805.0 $108.9 $47.3 $90.9 $227.8 3.4% 1.4% 2.5% 6.0%

Packaging Corp (PKG) $5,779.0 $6,444.9 $7,014.6 $6,964.3 $284.7 $350.8 $555.9 $399.5 4.9% 5.4% 7.9% 5.7%

CCL Industries (CCL) $3,002.3 $3,666.2 $3,983.8 $4,010.6 $177.3 $220.3 $272.4 $260.5 5.9% 6.0% 6.8% 6.5%

Owens-Illinois (OI) $6,702.0 $6,869.0 $6,877.0 $6,698.0 $454.0 $441.0 $536.0 $486.0 6.8% 6.4% 7.8% 7.3%

Westrock (WRK) $17,171.8 $14,859.0 $16,285.0 $18,385.3 $796.7 $778.6 $999.9 $1,421.9 4.6% 5.2% 6.1% 7.7%

Winpak (WPK CN) $822.5 $886.8 $889.6 $873.8 $72.2 $51.1 $71.2 $58.1 8.8% 5.8% 8.0% 6.6%

Aptar Group (ATR) $2,330.9 $2,469.3 $2,764.8 $2,859.7 $129.0 $156.6 $211.3 $242.3 5.5% 6.3% 7.6% 8.5%

Industry Average $6,358.1 $6,732.8 $7,425.3 $7,654.2 $365.5 $357.4 $438.0 $436.8 5.8% 5.1% 5.8% 5.7%

Source: Bloomberg and Company financials
Note: The peer set includes all competitors listed in Amcor’s 10-K
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What Peers Say On Capex

While Amcor has been underspending on capex, all of its closest peers are increasing or maintaining capital spending.

“Capital expenditures of $60 to $70 million are forecasted for 2020 (up from $58m). To secure future organic growth 
prospects, cash resources will be put towards capital projects that significantly elevate the Company’s material science 
acumen and technical capabilities with new production technologies and processes to drive the development of 
recyclable/reusable products that North American customers are now trying to effectively source.”  Source

Winpak 
(C$)

March 2020

Sealed Air

Feb 2020

“Capital expenditures were $190 million for the year ended December 31, 2019 compared to $169 million in the year ended 
December 31, 2018. The increase in capital expenditures is primarily driven by increased investment to drive growth and 
improve cost productivity. Free Cash Flow in 2020 is expected to be approximately $350 million, with capital expenditures of 
approximately $200 million.”  Source

“Our record level of expected capital expenditures in fiscal 2020 of $600 million is further evidence to our commitment and 
focus on organic growth while maintaining our low-cost position in the markets we serve to drive further value for Berry.”  
Source: Year End Earning Call

Sonoco
Products

Dec 2019

“In addition, we expect our 2020 gross capital spending to be around $195 million. This amount is consistent with our range of 
actual gross CapEx spend in recent years.”  Source: Investor Conference

Berry 
Plastics

Jan 2020

Huhtamaki

Dec 2019

“The good financial position and ability to generate a positive cash flow will enable the Group to address profitable growth 
opportunities. Capital expenditure is expected to be approximately at the same level as in 2019 with the majority of the 
investments directed to business expansion.”   Source: Annual Report

Company Direction Commentary 

https://www.winpak.com/_uploads/documents/investors/press%20releases/2019/WPK-4Q19-News-Release.pdf
https://ir.sealedair.com/news-releases/news-release-details/sealed-air-reports-fourth-quarter-and-2019-results
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4320697-berry-global-group-inc-bery-ceo-tom-salmon-on-q1-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://www.huhtamaki.com/globalassets/global/investors/reports-and-presentations/en/2019/huhtamaki-oyj-results-2019.pdf
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Capex Shortfall Signals Organic Decline In 
Its Underlying Business

Amcor stated pre-Bemis closing that $400m of capex is necessary to support organic growth. By adjusting its LTM 2019 results for
the contribution of Bemis and divestment of U.S. and European assets, we estimate legacy Amcor capex is running at $258 -

$277m, or approximately 30%-35% below plan. We believe this underinvestment points to material organic decline in legacy Amcor.

$ in mm

Amcor Pre-Deal 
Standalone

Bemis Pre-Deal 
Standalone Pro-Forma Bemis / Amcor Adjustments (2) “Organic”

Amcor

June
2017

June
2018

Dec
2017

Dec
2018

Dec
2019E 

(1)

12M 
End
June
2019
(A)

6M End
Dec 

2018
(B)

6M End
Dec 

2019
(C)

LTM
Dec 

2019
(A+C-B)

2019E
Bemis

Contrib.

Divested
US/EU
Assets

LTM 
Dec

2019

Sales $9,101.0 $9,319.1 $4,046.2 $4,089.9 $3,942.8 $9,458.2 $4,545.6 $6,183.8 $11,096.4 ($2,192.8) ($150.6) $8,753.0 

Capex $372.1 $379.2 $188.5 $143.5 $150-$185 $332.2 $172.0 $206.6 $366.8 ($83-$103) ($6.5) $258-$277

% of Sales 4.1% 4.1% 4.7% 3.5% 3.8% -4.6% 3.5% 3.8% 3.3% 3.3% -- -- 2.9% - 3.2%

Source: Company financials and Spruce Point analysis
1) Q1 and Q3 Bemis sales reported as $1,001.4 and $970m. We double this combined result to estimate full year sales. Capex guidance per Bemis CEO on Jan 31, 2019 detailed earlier

and up to $185m per year as noted in the projections of the proxy statement (p. 105)
2) Supplemental disclosure (p.5) shows $284.1m of sales from divested EC and US assets, which we remove 53% to account for mid year deal closing. We assume divested assets 

contributed capital expenditures consistent with 4% of sales. Bemis deal closed June 11, 2019 so we remove 56% of estimated sales and capex contribution

Source: Amcor FY 2018 Annual Report

Amcor Touts Capex 
Necessary To Support 

Organic Growth Around The 
Same Time It Announced The 

Bemis Acquisition 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000104746919001688/a2238229z424b3.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919046660/a19-17395_1ex99d1.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/Ry9ogH9cQemqGA800oiGE/cbcc6bef0d76b79be2a227dfc13a7e87/Amcor_Annual_Report_2018.PDF
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Capital Framework

To support our view that Amcor’s revenue is declining organically, we point out that the Company’s “Reinvestment” is listed at $500m 
(recall $400m was needed for just Amcor standalone and $150-$185m was stated by Bemis).

Source: Amcor Presentation

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/KFjbIJgFA2bpkyNUJKd8q/3c7ebe837523c26c51cce6aac12cbc61/Amcor_Investor_Presentation_-_US_Roadshow_-_FINAL.pdf
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Capex Accounting Concerns Heighten 
Worry of Cash Flow Misstatement

Pre-Deal Amcor Standalone

Amcor’s financial control issues appear to extend to capital expenditures. Capex in 2018 was mysteriously revised lower, which lends 
further support to our opinion that its Adjusted Free Cash Flow cannot be taken at face value.

Post-Deal Amcor: A Mysterious Boost To FCF 

Amcor 2018 Annual Report

Amcor Press Release

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/5QC49Nau3eemKYmoSUaI0Q/b74d01431fc11b838489e3e89458f6c9/Amcor_FY18_Full_Year_Financial_Report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/1jw2SVYYWEEu04SACuQo04/a02374d8d205218385ccba0d7d120d0f/Long_form_press_release_FY_18_-_final.pdf


Free Cash Flow Overstatement And 
Looming Leverage Problems
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Aggressive Free Cash Flow Presentation

We view Amcor’s Adjusted Free Cash Flow as highly aggressive. Notably, they add back proceeds from asset sales to 
report “Net Capex”. In addition Amcor, as a frequently acquisitive Company that has done 25 deals in the past few years, 

also would like investors to ignore transaction and integration costs. We also observe that Amcor has become more 
aggressive with its recent Adjusted Free Cash Flow presentation, now adding back cash from divested operations 

(a non-recurring source). 

Why is AMCR now trying to claim a cash flow benefit from divested 
operations, when it didn’t the previous quarter? Furthermore, why 

should cash from a divested operations be viewed as “continuing” and 
part of AMCR’s adjusted cash flow which tries to also remove 

transaction and integration costs

Source: H2 2020 resultsSource: Q1 20 results

Recent Adjusted 
Free Cash Flow

Notice the footnote addition clarifying that $45m of $112m are “cash 
integration costs”. Does this mean that the rest are transaction costs, or 

at worst, non-cash add-backs?  

Year End 2019 Cash Flow Presentation 
Became More Aggressive

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000008/amcor2q2020exhibit991-.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919061135/a19-22130_1ex99d1.htm
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Irreconcilable Add Backs

There’s an inability to reconcile “material transaction costs” add-backs between the cash flow and income statement. 
Our major concern is that the add-back to cash flow is significantly higher than the income statement representation. 

It is also difficult to determine if Amcor’s add-back to cash flow for deal costs are pre or post-tax costs. The tax treatment 
of deal transaction costs, at least in the U.S., can be complex and open to interpretation.(1)

Source: FY 2019 press release results

At best $47.9m and $133.7m (=$181.6) are actual cash costs that could 
be added back to cash flow. 

The $204.8m does not appear anywhere in AMCR’s actual 10-K filing, 
nor is it discussed on the conference call

Source: TaxAdviser.com: “IRS releases guidance on treatment of transaction costs”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000110465919046660/a19-17395_1ex99d1.htm
https://www.thetaxadviser.com/issues/2019/oct/irs-guidance-transaction-costs.html
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Free Cash Flow Rapidly Declining

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s free cash flow presentation is becoming more aggressive, and that by our estimate, 
actual free cash flow declined more than 50% YoY in 2H 2019. 

$ in mm

Pre-Acquisition 
Bemis

6M Ended
12/31/18

(A)

Pre-Acquisition
Amcor

6M Ended
12/31/18

(B)

Pro Forma 
Bemis/Amcor

6M Ended 
12/31/18
(A+B)=C

Amcor
6M Ended
12/31/19

(D)

YoY 
Decline From 
6M Dec 31st

2018 v 2019
(D/C)

Cash From Operations $300.7 $234.7 $535.4 $342.0 -36%

Net Capex ($58.7) ($111.7) ($170.4) ($204.0)

Operating Cash Flow of Divested Operations $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $60.0 

Material Transaction Costs (1) $0.0 $35.1 $35.1 $112.0 

Amcor’s Adjusted Free Cash Flow $242.0 $158.1 $400.1 $310.0 -23%

Cash From Operations $300.7 $234.7 $535.4 $342.0 -36%

Gross Capex ($60.6) ($172.0) ($232.6) ($206.6)

Non-controlling Interest Payments (2) -- -- -- ($0.5)

Forward Contract Settlements (3) -- ($28.5) ($28.5) $0.0 

Shares Repurchased To Offset Employee 
Stock Compensation (3) ($0.2) ($21.2) ($21.4) ($11.3)

Spruce Point Adjusted Free Cash Flow $239.9 $13.0 $252.9 $123.6 -51%

Source: Amcor and Bemis SEC Filings, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Amcor’s 6M Ended 12/31/18 figures changed in its recent SEC 10-Q and were used in the analysis
1) Amcor is ambiguous about the exact nature of these costs, but It is quite possible these costs should be tax-effected at Amcor’s 22% tax rate, which would reduce cash flow further
2) Payments to operating partners appear through the financing section and should be deducted from cash from operations
3) Amcor discloses that forward contracts are used in relation to repurchasing stock for employee compensation which is operating in nature, but classified as a “financing” cash flow by Amcor

Amcor’s 
Aggressive 

Free 
Cash 
Flow

Spruce 
Point 

Adjusted 
Free 
Cash 
Flow
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Free Cash Flow Significantly Below 
Deal Projections

Based on Free Cash Flow projections offered in the deal proxy, $1.66 billion was expected for 2019. However, based on 
our analysis, we estimate actual Free Cash Flow of $489 million. The magnitude of the miss is shocking, and can’t be 

explained simply by the $300m of “material acquisition costs”.

Source: Amcor and Bemis SEC Filings, Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Amcor’s 6M Ended 12/31/18 figures changed in its recent SEC 10-Q and were used in the analysis
Note: Analysis includes impact of U.S. and Europe divestitures though it was estimated at $60m by Amcor. Analysis also doesn’t account for incremental cash flow and 
capex from the stub period of Bemis, April 1 – June 10th 2019 before deal closing

$ in millions

Pre-Acquisition
Amcor

6M Ended
12/31/18

(A)

Pre-Acquisition
Bemis

3/31/19
(B)

Amcor
12 Months 

Ended
6/30/19

(C)

Amcor
6M Ended
12/31/19

(D)

Pro Forma
LTM

12/31/19
(C+B+D-A)

Cash From Ops $234.7 $1.5 $776.1 $342.0 $884.9

Less: Gross Capex ($172.0) ($28.6) ($332.2) ($206.6) ($395.4)

Free Cash Flow $62.7 ($27.1) $443.9 $135.4 $489.5

Note: Excludes net synergies 
(3) FCF measured as EBITDA - capex

Simple 
Unadjusted 
Free Cash 

Flow 
Dramatically 
Less Than 
Forecasted

Proxy 
Statement 

Shows 
2019E

Free Cash 
Flow 

Projections
For Bemis 
And Amcor
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Unusual Cash Flow Revisions

Based a review of Amcor’s financial statements, we find its cash flow statement for the 6 months ended Dec 31st changed and was 
revised higher, despite the Sept 30th ended period being revised lower.(1) The Company claims revisions did not have an impact on 
the operating results. Yet, there are clear revisions to net income, depreciation and amortization expense, with the net result being 

optically higher cash flow. Furthermore, the MD&A says recent cash flow improvements were from “impacts of Bemis”. 
Notably, the language does not speak to any improvements or benefits from Amcor’s legacy business.

Source: Amcor H1 report

1. It is clear that the cash flow from operating activities for the period July 1, 2018 to Sept 30, 2018 was changed from $(301.3)m to $(305.8)m  Source: past, current

Source: Amcor 10-Q

“The Company reclassified prior year comparative figures in the condensed consolidated statement of cash flows to conform to the current 
year’s presentation….This change in presentation did not have an impact on the Company’s financial condition or operating results.”

Recent 
10-Q

Note 1

MD&A
“Net cash inflows provided by operating activities increased by $107.3 million, or 45.7%, to $342.0 million for the six months ended 
December 31, 2019, from $234.7 million for the six months ended December 31, 2018. This increase was primarily due to impacts from the 
Bemis acquisition.”

https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/6jk1urvgCL815j9pyAEcYH/794cd51ddb05571408a1e42bd966c4f4/Amcor_2019_Half_Year_Financial_Accounts_-_11_February_2019.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000091205718000529/filename1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000007/amcor1q2020form10-qxse.htm
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001748790/bc83de55-10f9-4d36-833e-5e53a6068976.pdf
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Amcor Claims Cash Flow Will Improve In 
The Second Half…Not So Fast!

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s cash flow in the first half of calendar year 2020 (second half of its FY end June 30, 2020) 
will disappoint. Amcor’s CFO proclaimed that it has better cash flow in the second half of its year (Jan – June). Whereas, 

Bemis CEO is on record saying that Bemis’ best cash flow is always Q3 (June – September). Therefore, we struggle to see 
how cash flow will improve over the next six months given that it is the weakest period for Bemis. In addition, we’ve also 

illustrated how Bemis’ revenues have been declining, making it even more likely that cash flow will be pressured. 

CEO
Bemis

Q2 2018
July 2018

“On the other part of the question Q3, Q4, traditionally, seasonality, Q3 is always larger than Q4, and that's how the 
plan rolls out in the back half of this year. Q3 is again our seasonally highest quarter, traditionally our highest 
quarter, and it is higher this year as it has been in all the past years.”

Amcor
CFO

H1 Earnings
Feb 11, 2020

“Typically, our cash flow is much stronger in the second half, and we'll -- we typically have higher earnings in the 
second half, so there's some seasonality there. We expect there'll be some working capital improvements, as we've 
seen in the first half, that will continue to flow in the second. So look, generally speaking, that's the normal trend we 
see. And that's what we expect for the second half, more around seasonality.”

Amcor Operates On A June 30th Year

Bemis Operates On A Traditional Calendar December 31st Year End
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Dividend At Risk

Spruce Point believes that Amcor’s free cash flow, and commitment to repurchasing shares, leave it little room to protect 
its dividend under current market expectations, which incorporate modest 1-2% revenue growth and cost synergy 

realization. However, we’ve illustrated that current growth expectations are high in light of organic decline at both Bemis 
and Amcor in the 3.0% - 3.5% range. In addition, we’ve illustrated that cost synergy projections are aggressive, and that 

management is claiming synergies are ahead of plan despite cutting R&D spending while saying it wouldn’t.  

$ in millions

Market Implied 
Expectations (1)

Low Single Digit Sales 
Growth And Full Synergies

12M Ended
Dec 31, 2020

Spruce Point Expectations
Downside Case: 

-3.3% Sales Growth and
$15m Cost Synergy 

Slippage 
12M Ended

Dec 31, 2020

Cash From Operations $1,489.1 $1,390.0

Less: Gross Capex ($449.5) ($460.0)

= Free Cash Flow $1,039.6 $930.0

Less: Remaining Stock Purchases ($277.0) ($277.0)

= Free Cash Flow For Dividend $762.6 $653.0

Less: Dividend ($725.0) ($725.0)

Dividend Cushion (Deficit) $37.6 ($72.0)

(1) Expectations based on review of 7 broker estimates by Spruce Point. Estimates have been calendarized for Dec 31st year end period. 
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Amcor More Levered Than It Appears And At 
Risk of Further Downgrade Towards Junk

Company Promoted EBITDA And Leverage Spruce Point Adjustments
Spruce Point 

Adjusted 
12/31/19$ in mm H2

12/31/18
FY

6/30/18
H2

12/31/19

Pro Forma
LTM 

12/31/19

(+)
Lease Adj 
To EBITDA

(+)
Lease Debt

(+)
Unfunded 
Pension 

Obligations

(+)
Restricted 

Cash 
(1)

Amcor EBITDA $650.0 $1,393.9 NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Bemis EBITDA $294.0 $549.9 NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Adjustments ($40.0) ($64.9) NA -- -- -- -- -- --

Pro Forma EBITDA $904.0 $1,878.9 $911.0 $1,885.9 $113.8 $1,999.7 

Total Debt $6,210.5 $579.7 $354.0 $7,144.2 

Less: Cash ($673.8) $163.5 ($510.3)

Net Debt $5,536.7 $6,633.9

Net Debt/EBITDA 2.9x 3.3x

Amcor presents a potentially misleading view of its leverage by not including capital leases, and not clearly displaying 
how much cash is restricted for legal disputes, overdrafts and/or working capital needs. The Company says its leverage 

is 2.9x Net Debt / EBITDA, but we estimate leverage is closer to 3.3x. Amcor was recently downgraded by Fitch in 
February 2020 from BBB+ to BBB, yet it expects revenues to increase low single digits in the coming years. We believe 

this forecast is already proving to be overly-optimistic. 

Source: EBITDA and Leverage per Amcor earnings press releases
1) Cash reduced for $13.5m held with Brazilian courts. In addition, its estimated that $150m is restricted for working capital and liquidity needs. See: Fitch Credit Review 

Fitch Credit Review
Revenue Synergies

Feb 17, 2020

The downgrade reflects slower-than-expected deleveraging following Amcor's acquisition of Bemis. 
Key Assumptions: “Revenue at around USD13.5 billion for FY20, increasing by low single-digits over FY21-FY23”



Poor Corporate Governance And 
Insider Misalignment With 
Shareholders
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Amcor Chief Accounting Officer Is Not A 
CPA, Contrary To Public Representation

In light of its material weaknesses of financial control and accounting, and unusual revisions to revenues, capex and 
interest income, we have serious concerns about the Company’s Chief Accounting Officer. Mr. Krempa, as the former 
Bemis CAO, recently listed on his biography his CPA designation. Yet, after a background check, we observe that it 

was “REVOKED” by the state of Minnesota in 2017. He signed Amcor’s recent 10-K Annual Report. 

Background 
Check 

Reveals CPA 
Is “Revoked”

Amcor’s 
Chief 

Accounting 
Officer Came 
From Bemis

His 
Biography 

Stated He Is 
A CPA

Source: Bemis website still represented him as a CPA in 
2018, a year after he lost his CPA

Source: Amcor 10-K

Source: Minnesota Board of Accountancy
Source: Jan 2017: Minnesota Board of Accountancy

https://web.archive.org/web/20180120190021/http:/investors.bemis.com/leadership/management-team/jerry-s-krempa
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879019000003/amcor-2019form10xkxjune302.htm
https://boa.state.mn.us/findCPA.html
https://boa.state.mn.us/Disciplinary%20Actions/20170119/Krempa.pdf
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Audit Partner A Specializing In The 
Pharma/Life Sciences Industry...Huh?

Why on earth is an expert in “Global Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences” auditing a packaging company? 
Furthermore, why is he based in Israel – far away from Amcor’s HQ in Switzerland. 

Source: PCAOBSource: PwC

https://pcaobus.org/form-ap-filings/46156/46156
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/contacts/p/peter-kartscher-1.html
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In PwC’s Audit We Trust?

Amcor’s auditor PwC has been associated with numerous corporate collapses and accounting scandals, 
and while never admitting fault, has settled numerous lawsuits and claims its audits were problematic. 

Company Date Settlement $m Note

Colonial Bank 2019 $335.00
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. reached a $335 million settlement with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP related to its audits of Colonial Bank, a financial institution 
that failed in 2009. This is the largest ever judgement against a US audit firm in history

Tyco International 2007 $225.0 To settle claims that it failed to spot a massive accounting fraud while working as the 
conglomerate’s auditor

AIG 2008 $97.5 To settle a class-action securities fraud lawsuit against the insurance giant and others

Petrobras 2018 $50.0
The Brazilian accounting unit of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP reached a $50 million 
settlement of pension fund investor claims that auditors ignored red flags in a broad 
kickback and fraud scandal involving the state-run energy giant Petrobras

Satyam (Enron of India) 2011 $33.0 The SEC accused PwC of “failing to comply with some of the most elementary auditing 
standards and procedures”

Homestore.com 2005 $17.5

CalSTRS filed suit Nov. 15, 2002, against Homestore.com, several of its officers and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers accusing the company and other defendants of falsifying 
financial statements and engaging in accounting irregularities to meet Wall Street 
expectations

MF Global 2017 Undisclosed PriceWaterhouseCoopers settled a potential $3 billion lawsuit by the administrator of 
bankrupt MF Global mid-trial

Company Note

SwissAir Group Aggressive airline expansion led to heavy losses and bankruptcy. KPMG as a new auditor came in and found that 
Swissair Group had incorrectly accounted for items ranging from airplane leases to pension assets

Valeant Pharmaceuticals The Canadian-American company delayed filings and ousted the CEO after undisclosed related party dealings 
emerged

BT Italy The PwC Italy partner led the team responsible for auditing BT Italy’s accounts during the period in question and 
has been accused by Italian prosecutors of falsifying the audit.

PwC 
Settled 
Cases

Other 
Notable 

PwC 
Clients

https://www.wsj.com/articles/pricewaterhousecoopers-settles-with-fdic-over-failed-bank-audits-11552673898
https://www.ft.com/content/90c2350e-2c0f-11dc-b498-000b5df10621
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-aig-ohio/pwc-reaches-settlement-with-ohio-in-aig-case-idUSTRE4928XR20081003
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/class-action/pwc-brazil-agrees-to-pay-50m-in-3b-petrobras-fraud-case
https://www.reuters.com/article/pricewaterhousecoopers-satyam-settlement/pwc-in-25-5-mln-settlement-over-satyam-audit-idUSN0218972520110502
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20050630005585/en/CORRECTING-REPLACING-Settlement-PricewaterhouseCoopers-Reached-Homestore.Com-Class
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielfisher/2017/03/23/pwc-settles-with-mf-global-leaving-question-of-auditor-liability-for-another-case/#5db46ba91900
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b15135clx5qycp/who-lost-swissair
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/could-valeants-auditor-resign-chances-are-slim-but-not-none-2016-03-24
https://economia.icaew.com/news/february-2019/pwc-italy-partner-named-in-bt-criminal-investigation
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Audit Chair Leaves Under Unusual 
Circumstances

Spruce Point has always warned to be wary when the relationship between the Company and auditor are very close. 
In Amcor’s case, we observe that Paul Brasher, its Audit Chair, was Chairman of the Global Board at PwC. 

The close relationship became the focus of an AFR article in March 2019, and Brasher left the Board in Sept 2019. 

Source: Amcor proxy statement 

Source: Australian Financial Review “PwC Fears Payments Issue Will Go Global”, March 22, 2019

“Paul Brasher, a Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee, will retire from the Board on September 30, 2019”Amcor Proxy 
Statement

“Fears that PwC Australia’s burgeoning conflict-of-interest controversy over retirement payments made to former partners 
will spread to overseas member firms is piling pressure on local leadership to resolve the widening issue.

The firm on Friday denied that the global board had become involved, even as AFR Weekend identified another ex-partner who 
is receiving payments from the firm and working as an audit committee head at a listed company where the auditor is also PwC.

The PwC engagement with Amcor, along with the previously identified Vocus where a similar arrangement is in place, are 
estimated to be worth about $13 million in audit and non-audit fees to PwC.

Amcor, where former PwC senior partner Paul Brasher is head of the audit committee, declined to comment.

Amcor are unable to provide comment on your questions," a spokesman said.

In 2018, Mr Brasher received US$221,807 ($312,140) as a director of Amcor. In the same financial year, PwC's received US$8.1 
million ($11.5 million) in fees from Amcor for audit and non-audit work.”

Amcor’s 
Audit Chair 

Mentioned In 
The AFR 

Related To 
Potential 

Conflict-of-
Interest

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
https://www.afr.com/companies/professional-services/pwc-fears-payments-issue-will-go-global-20190322-p516gv
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Insiders Have Very Little “At Risk”

Insiders (management and the Board) own a pathetic 3.6m shares or just 0.2% of total shares outstanding. 
Their alignment with shareholders is virtually zero. We believe insiders are more incentivized to preserve their jobs, 

and Company perquisites than create upside. 

Source: Amcor proxy statement

CFO has just $1.6m of Amcor 
stock “at-risk”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
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Great Short-Term Payouts To Management 
Despite Our Documented Concerns

Two material weaknesses, costs exceeding expectations, worsening working capital, and aggressive cash flow 
interpretation but insiders (notably the CEO/CFO) got paid very nice short-term bonuses. 

Source: Amcor proxy statement

75% of ST incentives tied 
to suspect metrics

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
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Accelerated Bonus Vesting?

Given our belief that the Bemis / Amcor transaction is struggling, and management is likely aware of the operational and 
financial challenges it faces, we observe that management was granted a two year vesting period (instead of a typical 
three year period) for stock related to its recent long-term incentive program. Allowing management to receive vested 

stock faster, is a strong signal that insider want to unload stock fast. 

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE GRANTS DURING FISCAL YEAR 2019:

“In fiscal year 2019, the regular annual LTI grant was delayed until the completion of the Transaction. The 
transaction closed late in fiscal year 2019, resulting in this award being granted after the end of fiscal year 2019. 
Given the timing of the grant, the award will have a two year vesting period rather than the standard three year 
vesting period. This award will be disclosed alongside the fiscal year 2020 LTI grant in the 2020 report.”

Evidence 
Suggests
Insiders 

Want 
Access To 

AMCR 
Stock 

Faster Than 
Normal

Source: Amcor proxy statement p, 20

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
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Audit Committee Report

Two material weaknesses that have lingered for 18 months that formed no basis of the Audit Committee report? 
From Spruce Point’s perspective, it doesn’t appear to be a high priority for the Committee to resolve the issue. 
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Absurd Long-Term Performance Linked To 
Irrelevant Benchmark

Amcor has its principal office in Switzerland, is incorporated in Jersey, and has a majority of its revenues and assets 
in North America, Western Europe and Latin America. Yet, management wants to be paid on performance relative to a 
basket of ASX Australian companies, some of which little relation to Amcor’s business. Australian revenues and long-
term assets represent ~3% of Amcor’s legacy business. Amcor sells itself to investors as being a global company, so 

why not act like one and benchmark itself to a world index instead?

Source: Amcor proxy statement Source: Amcor 2018 Annual Report

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/5QC49Nau3eemKYmoSUaI0Q/b74d01431fc11b838489e3e89458f6c9/Amcor_FY18_Full_Year_Financial_Report.pdf


Valuation And Downside Risk
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Slanted Analyst Base

Analyst Analyst Location Recommendation A$ Price Target US$

Deutsche Banc U.S. Buy $19.00 $12.54

Macquarie Australia Outperform $17.50 $11.55

Morgan Stanley Australia Overweight $17.00 $11.22

Citigroup Australia Buy $17.00 $11.22

JPMorgan Australia Overweight $17.00 $11.22

Baird U.S. Neutral $16.67 $11.00

Morgans Australia Add $16.62 $10.97

Credit Suisse Australia Outperform $16.25 $10.73

UBS Australia Neutral $16.00 $10.56

Jefferies Australia Underperform $13.70 $9.04

Goldman Sachs U.S. Buy $12.50 $8.25

Average Price Target
% Implied Upside (1)

$16.29 $10.75
+19%

Analysts coverage is heavily slanted towards Australia, where Amcor’s historical roots are. Yet, the Company is global 
with minimal assets or revenues in Australia. Management touted the benefits of its dual listing. Yet, we don’t see U.S. 

analysts picking up coverage. Amcor bulls see 19%, but most have failed to conduct a forensic analysis of 
management’s statements vs. reality.

1) Upside based on US$9.00 / A$13.63  share price. Note: converted at A$ 0.66  Source: Bloomberg and broker reports

“Third, the transaction structure will result in the stock being listed on two major global exchanges, the NYSE and the ASX. 
And through these listings, we expect there will be greater liquidity for investors as the market capitalisation of the 
combined company, which we estimate at US$17 billion, is expected to qualify for inclusion in the US S&P500 index, while 
the Australian listed shares will also continue to be included in the ASX 200 index.”

CEO Dalia
Deal Call
Aug 2018
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Failed Promise: 
The Transaction Will Create Buying Demand…

Shareholder Orientation

Bemis 
Shares 
Owned 

Pre-Deal

Pro Forma 
Shares At 

Exchange Ratio 
5.1  (A)

Shares 
Owned 

of Amcor
Pre-Deal (B)

Total 
Shares
(A+B)

Current 
Ownership

Flow
(Sell) / Buy

Vanguard Index/ETF 9.4 47.9 58.1 106.0 58.6 (47.4)

Blackrock Index/ETF 8.3 42.2 93.9 136.1 134.6 (1.5)

State Street Index/ETF 7.0 35.8 10.3 46.1 96.9 50.8

American Century (1) Fundamental 2.6 13.1 0.0 13.1 1.4 (11.7)

Mairs & Power (1) Fundamental 2.0 10.3 0.0 10.3 2.0 (8.3)

Amcor’s CEO touted “flow forward” instead of “flow back” from a cross border deal. Flow back occurs when investors sell an 
acquiror’s shares in a cross border deal, usually from technical considerations. Our analysis calls into question his statement,
and shows that actual fundamental owners of Bemis have been selling, while index/ETF owners have only moderately added. 

Source: Bemis Proxy holdings as of 3/1/19 and Amcor 2018 Annual Report. Analysis also uses Bloomberg.
(1) Pre-deal announcement, American Century owned 5.4m shares and had been selling, while Mairs owned 3.6m and had also been selling 

“And we believe that the listing in New York in particular in the multi-capitalisation which will approach $20 billion once the 
synergies are factored in, will put us sort of mid-way in the S&P500 index and create index buying that actually will create 
flow forward, right. You typically talk about flow back in cross border deals. We would expect flow forward.”

CEO Dalia
Deal Call

Aug 7, 2018

Shareholder Orientation Shares Owned 
of Amcor Pre-Deal 

Shares Owned 
Today of Amcor

Flow
(Sell) / Add

Australian Foundation 
Investment Company

Fundamental /
Public Retail Owners 12.5 12.5 0.0

Argo Investments Index/ETF 4.9 4.9 0.0

Amcor Owners Pre/Post Deal

Top Bemis Owners Pre/Post Deal

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11199/000104746919001684/a2238139zdefm14a.htm
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f7tuyt85vtoa/Ry9ogH9cQemqGA800oiGE/cbcc6bef0d76b79be2a227dfc13a7e87/Amcor_Annual_Report_2018.PDF
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Biggest Buyer Is Amcor Itself

Amcor initially targeted potential buybacks of $200-$300m, increased the range to $300-$400m, then announced a 
$500m buyback. With the benefit of added proceeds from divestitures, Amcor could have boosted capital spending, 
R&D, or prioritized debt reduction to solidify its investment grade rating.  Instead, Amcor announced a $500m share 

repurchase program, and executed it at above-market price of $10.16 per share.(1)

1) Per the recent 10-Q: “During the six months ended December 31, 2019, the Company repurchased approximately $222.6 million, including transaction costs, or 21.9 million shares” 

At Deal Announcement (August 2018): 
$200-$300m Acquisition/Buyback

Now Increased To $500M
In August 2019

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000174879020000010/amcor2q2020form10-qxde.htm
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Historical Valuation

Amcor trades in excess of its long-term forward EV/EBITDA and in-line with its forward EV/Sales multiple. In the 
context of evidence that both Amcor and Bemis are experiencing declining revenues, we believe Amcor should trade at 

a multiple below its long-term average. 

Source: Bloomberg

EV / 1Yr Forward Sales EV / 1Yr Forward EBITDA

Bemis

Amcor

Average Average

AverageAverage

Bemis had 
sustained negative 

sales growth 
during this period
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Amcor Valuation Rich In Context of Its 
Financial Challenges

Amcor screens as if its valuation is reasonable for a global paper and packaging company. In addition, its sales and 
earnings are temporarily showing growth from the addition of Bemis, but as we’ve illustrated, there is underlying 
revenue deterioration. Investors might think they are being compensated with a generous dividend yield as well. 

However, its valuation is predicated on overly aggressive revenue and earnings growth expectations. We’ve presented 
strong evidence why we believe sales will decline, margins disappoint, and the dividend potentially cut or eliminated.   

$ in millions except per share figures

* Most representative comps for Amcor
Source: Company filings, Wall St estimates. 

Stock Adj LTM '19E-'20E Enterprise Value Net 
Price Ent. Gross Sales EPS P/E EBITDA Sales FCF Price/ Debt S&P Dividend

Name (Ticker) 3/9/2020 Value Margin Growth Growth 2020E 2021E 2020E 2021E 2020E 2021E 2020E Book 20 EBITDA Rating Yield

Ball Corp (BLL) $73.74 $31,021 19.8% 4.9% 30.2% 25.2x 21.8x 15.6x 14.7x 2.6x 2.4x 47.2x 8.2x 3.2x BB+ 0.8%

Westrock (WRK)* $27.45 $18,246 20.5% -1.4% -10.2% 8.4x 7.9x 6.1x 5.9x 1.0x 1.0x 16.5x 0.6x 3.5x BBB 6.8%

Crown Holdings (CCK) $66.29 $16,908 15.7% 1.9% 44.3% 12.0x 11.1x 9.6x 9.2x 1.4x 1.4x 26.8x 4.3x 4.3x BB+ NA

Berry Global (BERY)* $32.54 $15,646 18.3% 23.7% 35.9% 7.5x 6.7x 7.4x 7.2x 1.3x 1.3x 19.4x 2.4x 5.2x BB+ NA

CCL Industries $32.05 $7,091 28.4% -0.2% -2.4% 15.8x 14.8x 9.0x 8.6x 1.8x 1.7x 21.2x 2.6x 1.7x BBB 1.7%

Sealed Air (SEE)* $28.40 $8,046 32.7% 2.6% 3.8% 9.7x 9.1x 7.9x 7.7x 1.6x 1.6x 23.5x NM 3.6x BB+ 2.3%

AptarGroup (ATR) $102.22 $7,792 36.4% 1.9% -1.1% 26.1x 23.5x 12.6x 11.8x 2.7x 2.5x 35.6x 4.3x 1.7x -- 1.4%

Sonoco Products (SON)* $47.73 $6,693 19.7% 1.8% 2.7% 13.2x 12.9x 8.5x 8.3x 1.2x 1.2x 18.2x 2.7x 2.3x BBB+ 3.6%

Silgan (SLGN) $28.69 $5,450 15.9% 0.8% 7.9% 12.4x 11.7x 8.3x 8.1x 1.2x 1.2x 18.9x 3.1x 3.4x BB+ 1.7%

Huhtamaki Oyj (HUH1V FH)* $39.48 $5,272 17.1% 3.1% 22.1% 15.9x 15.4x 9.7x 9.2x 1.3x 1.3x 33.5x 2.6x 1.9x -- 2.5%

Winpak (WPK CN)* $29.32 $1,544 31.3% 1.0% -4.5% 17.3x 16.7x 7.8x 7.6x 1.7x 1.7x 16.7x 1.8x -2.0x -- 0.3%

Max 36.4% 23.7% 44.3% 26.1x 23.5x 15.6x 14.7x 2.7x 2.5x 47.2x 8.2x 5.2x -- 6.8%

Average 23.3% 3.6% 11.7% 14.9x 13.8x 9.3x 8.9x 1.6x 1.6x 25.2x 3.3x 2.6x -- 2.3%

Min 15.7% -1.4% -10.2% 7.5x 6.7x 6.1x 5.9x 1.0x 1.0x 16.5x 0.6x -2.0x -- 0.3%

Amcor PLC (AMCR) $8.98 $20,019 19.2% 16.0% 19.3% 13.8x 12.8x 10.0x 9.6x 1.5x 1.5x 18.8x 2.7x 2.8x BBB 5.1%
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Paper And Packaging Industry Case Study: 
WestRock Acquires KapStone

Similar to Amcor’s merger with Bemis, WestRock acquired KapStone in January 2018 in a $5 billion dollar deal. Since 
announcing the acquisition, shares have fallen over [50%] from continued revenue misses vs. analysts’ estimates. Bears 

argue WestRock’s cost synergy targets of $200m are optimistic. We believe Amcor’s merger with Bemis shows many 
similarities with Westrock’s acquisition of KapStone, and have reason to believe Amcor will face a similar demise.

January 2018: 
Announced 

acquisition of 
KapStone

WestRock has 
continuously 

missed revenue 
estimates since 
the acquisition

Deal Comparison WestRock / 
KapStone

Amcor / 
Bemis

Strong Strategic Fit  
Grows Geographic Footprint  
Industry Facing Secular Headwinds  
Commitment To Dividend  
Claim Ability to Delever Post-Acquisition  
Credit Rating (S&P) BBB BBB

Gross & EBITDA Margin 20.5%/17.6% 19.0%/14.1%

Sells To Tobacco Industry ~5% sales ~10 sales

Deal Success On Cost Synergies  
Estimated Cost Synergies (% of PF Sales) $200 (1.07%) $180 (1.34%)

Performance Relative to Estimates Under-
performed

Under-
performed

Revenue Multiple (Pre-Deal / Current) 1.4x / 1.1x 1.9x / 2.0x

Share Price Return Since Announcement (~50%) (~7%)

November 2018: Prices 
$1.5bn of Senior Notes

September 2018: Provides financial 
update on impact of Hurricane Dorian

Aug 2019: 
Reports Q3’19

April 2019: 
Reports Q2’19

October 2018: 
DOJ clears acquisition

April 2018: 
Company receives 
request from DOJ

Comparing WestRock/KapStone To Amcor/Bemis

Amcor has missed 
estimates since its 

acquisition of 
Bemis

Source: Bloomberg
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KapStone Underperforming Since Acquisition

According to WestRock’s financial statements, legacy KapStone has significantly underperformed expectations since 
the acquisition. WestRock stated achieving anticipated growth opportunities as one determinant for the success of the 

deal. However, it appears legacy KapStone’s growth is declining.

KapStone contribution revenue of 
$2.8bn for WRK’s FY2019 is below 
KapStone’s fiscal year projections 
disclosed in the proxy statement

WestRock 
10K

“The success of the KapStone Acquisition will depend on, among other things, our ability to realize anticipated 
growth opportunities, cost savings and other synergies.”

Source: Deal Proxy Statement

Source: 10-K

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1325281/000114420418041383/tv498833-defm14a.htm#tWES49
http://s21.q4cdn.com/975972157/files/doc_financials/annual/2019/WRK-FY2019-10-K.pdf
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Spruce Point Estimates 40% – 60% Downside

Valuation Low Price High Price Note

Sales Multiple
CY 2020E Sales (Decline)

Enterprise Value
Plus: Unrestricted Cash

Plus: Non-controlling Interest
Less: Adj. Debt And Capital Leases

Equity Value
Diluted Shares

Price Target
% Downside

1.0x
$12,207 (-4%)

$12,207
$660.3
$63.2

($7,144.2)
$5,787.6
1,605.7

$3.60/sh
-60%

1.2x
$12,334 (-3%)

$14,801
$660.3
$63.2

($7,144.2)
$8,380.6
1,605.7

$5.22/sh
-42%

We have provided evidence that both Amcor and Bemis 
have declining organic revenues of 3%-4% being masked 
by poor disclosures, recent asset sales, and mixing two 

companies with different time period reporting 
standards. Westrock, as another paper/packaging 

company struggling with a big acquisition, is currently 
projected to have declining sales and its sales multiple is 

1.0x. Other peers (Sonoco, Huhtamaki, Berry Plastics) 
also trade around 1.2x sales at the high end. We believe 

this is a reasonable multiple range for Amcor.

Multiple of FCF
CY 2020 FCF

Enterprise Value
Plus: Unrestricted Cash

Plus: Non-controlling Interest
Less: Adj. Debt And Capital Leases

Equity Value
Diluted Shares

Price Target
% Downside

15x
$900

$13,500
$660.3
$63.2

($7,144.2)
$7,079.3
1,605.7

$4.40/sh
-50%

18x
$950

$17,100
$660.3
$63.2

($7,144.2)
$10,679.3

1,605.7
$6.65/sh

-26%

Amcor’s Adjusted EPS and EBITDA include numerous 
add-backs, some of which we have difficulty verifying 

through conflicting disclosures (eg. deal costs). 
We believe the Company’s free cash flow is the best way 
to view its performance, and we’ve illustrated that it is 

under pressure. Amcor’s closest peers trade around 18x 
2020E free cash flow.

$ in millions, except per share amounts

Our rigorous forensic analysis suggests it may be outright impossible for Amcor to meet lofty analyst expectations, with 
revenues already vanishing, deal costs higher than planned, and critical maintenance and growth capital expenditures being 
delayed.  Amcor’s valuation is in-line with industry peers, but should trade at a discount to reflect our documented concerns 
about the accuracy of its financial statements, fragile financial condition and unsustainable dividend policy. Investors should 

look at Westrock as a case study for what Amcor’s multiple can contract to once its strain becomes evident.

Note: Downside Based on $9/share
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